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Abstract
All animals face the same basic challenges in controlling movement through their
environment. The central nervous system must activate and effectively control muscle fibers
capable of accomplishing the behavior. For multi functional muscles, an array of muscle fiber
types must be selectively activated based on the behavioral task. In arthropods that have few
motor neurons, it is not understood how the nervous system accomplishes this selective
activation. If the selection cannot be achieved by recruitment of different motor neurons, then it
most likely results from careful adjustment to the firing patterns of the motor neurons.
I used the neuromuscular system of crab walking legs to pursue a detailed description of
the relationship between neural firing patterns and the resultant muscle contraction, emphasizing
how muscles with different walking use differ in physiological characteristics. Crabs use of a
small number of identified motor neurons and their experimental tractability make them an
attractive model system to investigate how nervous systems control behavioral movements.
Experimentation was conducted on two brachyuran species Carcinus maenas and Libinia
emarginata, the former an amphibious sideways walker and the latter an aquatic forward walker.
Comparisons within and between the species showed that muscles that provide thrust in
the animal’s most common walking direction had greater high frequency facilitation. Muscles
that cycle more frequently during walking had shorter relaxation time constants across multiple
behavioral criteria. These differences in pre- and postsynaptic kinetics reveal how the behavioral
use of a muscle can constrain the array of physiological properties within the motor system.
Computational models demonstrated that selective activation of postsynaptic muscle
fibers can be accomplished by changing neural firing rates due to physiological differences
described in previous chapters. Faster muscles were more sensitive to short-term changes in the
excitatory firing pattern, while slower muscles were more sensitive to long-term changes. The
vii

ability to selectively recruit different muscle fiber types that are more sensitive to different
aspects of the firing pattern of motor neurons allows the animal to have many functional motor
units per muscle despite receiving excitatory innervation from as few as one motor neuron.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
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Moving through its environment is one of the most basic challenges an animal faces, yet a
fundamental understanding of how nervous systems accomplish this feat remains largely
unexplained. The main overarching question of my research is how does a nervous system
control an animal's movement, but within this question are many different possible avenues of
investigation. I chose two main parts of the question to address. While it is presumed that not all
motor components are equally suited for a given behavior, which aspects of the behavior
determine the physiological properties required is my no means obvious, nor is it known if the
same physiological constraints occur for all animals.
Many muscles are multifunctional, and require an array of different motor components
within the muscle, and in both arthropods and vertebrates most muscles contain many different
types of muscle fibers (Atwood, 1976; Hoyle, 1983; Bottinelli et al., 1994a,b). This presents an
additional challenge though, as within these muscles lie different fibers that are advantageous and
disadvantageous to each of the different behavioral tasks. How does a nervous system selectively
recruit the fibers that are suited for the task at hand? While this question has received extensive
study within vertebrates, many questions remain unanswered (see Hodson-Tole and Wakeling,
2009 for review), and within arthropods that accomplish the same feat with approximately 100
times fewer motor neurons (Belanger, 2005) there are no accepted hypotheses for how this is
done.
Investigation of these questions requires an integrative approach. Understanding how a
nervous system controls behavior requires understanding many different levels of information
including behavioral kinematics, neural circuitry, sensory feedback, structural anatomy, and
physiological properties of behavioral components. A good model system must therefore lend
itself to such an integrative approach. With a combination of experimental tractability, extensive
background research, and a robust behavior, motor control of walking legs of brachyuran crabs is
2

a particularly attractive model system. Walking is an attractive behavior for such a study because
it occurs across a wide range of taxa and is a complex, dynamic behavior. Arthropod model
systems also provide the ability to compare properties of identifiable motor neurons.
One of the earliest models for synaptic plasticity was the neuromuscular junction of
crustaceans. Surprisingly few connections were drawn, though, between the synaptic physiology
and the organism’s behavior. Because the experimental animals for much of the work were
chosen purely on availability, systematic or comparative approach to the research was rarely
possible. The extensive, if somewhat sundry, synaptic research on the neuromuscular junctions of
walking muscles conducted offers a unique opportunity to make large strides in connections
between neural physiology and behavior. I have taken advantage of this extensive literature, to
address the questions of which physiological properties act as behavioral constraints and how the
nervous system recruits appropriate muscle fibers to meet the broad range of demands of walking
muscles.
To introduce the topics presented in the following chapters and to act as a reference, I
present some of the background research that has been amassed over the past century related to
decapod walking and its neuromuscular control. Beginning with a description of decapod
walking behavior and its regulation by sensory feedback, I then move into some of the specifics
of neuromuscular organization of decapods as well as theoretical ideas on motor control across
animal taxa. Hopefully when put together it gives adequate context to see the threads from
specific properties of the neuromuscular physiology through to the behavior of the animal.

Decapod Walking Behavior
Before one can reach a full understanding of how a nervous system controls a behavior, a
complete description of the behavior itself must be developed. A wide range of behavioral
variability occurs within walking of adult decapods. Crabs use both metachronal and alternating
3

tetrapod gaits on land (Barnes, 1975; Clarac et al., 1987), and metachronal and alternating
tetrapod gaits, as well as "punting" in water (Martinez et al., 1998). Metachronal gaits have
sequential movement of the legs; e.g. the first, then second, then third leg step in order and so on
through all legs contributing to the walk. Alternating tetrapod is defined by opposing phase
movements of contralateral legs. In crabs this takes the form most often of ipsilateral legs 2 and 4
moving synchronously with legs 3 and 5 on the contralateral side (Barnes, 1975).
Sideways walking crabs primarily use the alternating tetrapod gait (Burrows and Hoyle,
1973; Barnes, 1975; Schreiner, 2004), while forward walking decapods use the metachronal gait
most often (Macmillan, 1975; Jamon and Clarac, 1995; Schreiner, 2004). Chelae are used more
commonly for walking when moving in the forward direction (Sleinis and Silvey, 1980).
Neural control of leg coordination seems to match the animal's normal walking direction,
with forward walking animals using more contralateral coupling and sideways walkers having
stronger ipsilateral connections. Sideways walking crabs have weak intersegmental reflexes, and
there is no evidence that these reflexes play a role in leg coordination during walking (Evoy and
Cohen, 1969). Forward walking crayfish, however, seem to coordinate leg movements
ipsilaterally, although they also show strong contralateral projections between their fourth legs to
keep the two sides coupled (Jamon and Clarac, 1994).
During sideways walking the behavioral demand on the legs depends on which side is
leading the animal. Accordingly, trailing steps are shorter and less variable in Carcinus maenas
when walking in either air or water, and the legs on the leading side take more double steps
where the dactyl touches down twice in the same step cycle (Clarac et al. 1987).
Animals show no apparent preference for using one side for leading or trailing even when
clear differences are present. The fiddler crab has a tremendous lateral asymmetry in the chelae,
but uses the same gait for leading and trailing legs regardless of which side contains the enlarged
4

claw (Barnes, 1975). This ability to use the same gait under different conditions requires a robust
control mechanism and suggests redundancy of control.
The unbalanced chelae are not the only example of asymmetry that must be overcome.
While all ten legs can be used in locomotion, crabs missing legs walk without problem (Barnes,
1975; Fraser, 2001), and up to 43% of Carcinus in the wild have at least one leg missing
(McVean, 1982). Particularly since these animals can autotomize legs as an escape mechanism
(Wood and Wood, 1932), it would follow that a way to overcome missing legs would have
evolved.
After fiddler crabs had a third leg amputated by induced autotomy, the use of chelae in
walking increased and legs two and four alternated instead of moving together as they do in an
alternating tetrapod gait (Barnes, 1975). Surprisingly, the change in gait occurred on both sides of
the animal, not just the one missing a leg. Furthermore, the immediacy of the change implies that
it was not caused by a change in physiological properties of the muscles or motor neurons.
Walking speed can change gait (Jamon and Clarac, 1994), but autotomy does not cause sufficient
slowing for speed to explain the effect. More likely, the change is due to the interruption of
sensory feedback. Tying a leg to the carapace to disrupt feedback from load sensors produced
similar gait changes (Evoy and Further, 1973), and the normal rhythmic output to the leg ceased.
Although some sensory information still could be retrieved from the tied leg, a constant feedback
loop from the legs regulating neural bursting is suggested. While Delcomyn (1980), Clarac
(1977), and others suggest “the nervous system does not require feedback from sense organs in
order to generate properly sequenced, rhythmic movement during repetitive behaviors such as
locomotion” (Delcomyn, 1980), this implies that constant sensory feedback is still used in
walking control.

5

Role of Sensory Feedback in Walking
Extensive work was performed on sensory input of crustacean walking legs and their
possible roles in locomotor control. Receptors in the legs can respond to speed of movement
(Ayers and Davis, 1978), isometric force of muscle (Tryba and Hartman, 1997), leg position
((Bush, 1965; Dunn and Barnes, 1981; Le Bon-Jego et al, 2004), carapace stress (Libersat et al.,
1987a, b), and joint velocity (Le Ray et al., 1997). Each leg contains thousands of sensory
neurons in total (Libersat et al., 1987).
Much of the work on sensory feedback in decapod walking legs was performed on
lobsters. Coxo-basal chordotonal organs (CBCO) activate phasic discharge in the extensor
muscle when stretched and excite tonic motor neurons of the flexor muscle when shortened
(Clarac et al., 1978). Although coxo-basal (CB) stretch affects several muscles, the three muscles
in the merus (extensor, flexor, and accessory flexor; see Fig. 1.1) exhibit the most pronounced
response to CBCO activity, and the reflex strength increases with joint velocity (Bush et al.,
1978).
Some leg reflexes show a pattern of activity with slower movement causing a positive
feedback loop. In lobsters, leg reflexes selectively tuned to normal joint velocities were found
using passive leg movements with treadmills (Ayers and Davis, 1978). Abnormal joint speeds
lead to erratic movement. Within the normal velocity range, though, reflexes were best tuned to
low power stroke (PS) velocities. The flexor muscle, which can be part of the PS or return stroke
(RS), exhibited positive feedback in both directions. This pattern of motor output fits in with
expected load compensation mechanisms. Under increased load, the PS is usually prolonged to
produce more force (Martinez et al., 1998). The flexor muscle contributes to the PS in the leading
legs and resists the PS in trailing legs, so it would need to be selectively excited or inhibited with
increased loading.
6

Two different receptor types have been found that affect the levator muscle in crayfish
(Procambarus). Type 1 cuticular stress detectors (CSD1) can excite or inhibit the muscle
dependent on the stimulus strength (Leibrock et al., 1996). High threshold receptor units in CSD1
excite the levator, while low threshold units inhibit it. This could be a way to train the muscle to
fire when the leg is under a particular amount of stress. Le Bon-Jego and Cattaert (2002) looked
at the effect on the levator muscle in an in vitro preparation. A leg still attached to the thoracic
ganglia was passively stretched while recordings were made from the levator and depressor
motor neurons and the CB receptors. Either passively flexing the leg or directly stimulating the
receptor produced both excitation in the agonist and inhibition of the antagonist muscle.
Blue crabs monitor change in isometric force at the apodeme of the opener muscle (Tryba
and Hartman, 1997). Instead of monitoring muscle force, animals can sense changes in load
directly. Ridgel et al. (1999) found campaniform sensilla receptors in the legs of cockroaches that
fire phasic discharges when load is applied or removed, with rate of loading encoded in the firing
pattern of the receptor. There are also load sensors in the canal organ of decapod legs (Libersat et
al., 1987). The locust scratching reflex is unimpeded by loading of the limb up to 8.5 times the
normal mass (Matheson and Dürr, 2003), which happens to be the increase in load that crabs
experience when moving from an aquatic to terrestrial environment (Martinez, 2001).
Long-term potentiating synapses from CBCO innervate the depressor motor neuron (Le
Ray and Cattaert, 1999). When the motor neuron fires, in addition to releasing glutamate from the
axons innervating the muscles, glutamate can also be retrogradely transmitted from the motor
neuron's dendrites to the presynaptic sensory neuron. The glutamate release causes potentiation
of subsequent sensory input onto the motor neuron. This potentiation can occur without
presynaptic firing of the sensory neuron. This would mean that a motor neuron can increase its
own sensitivity to leg movement proprioception completely on its own, introducing a new level
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to sensory feedback. When the motor neuron fires, the leg moves causing chordotonal and muscle
receptor organs to fire signals that loop back to the motor neuron and excite or inhibit the
activity. If they can modify their own connection then this can become a dynamic control
mechanism with a bare minimum number of cells.
Walking control integrates descending sensory input from gravireceptors and statocysts
that measure body position (Fraser, 2001). In Carcinus, cutting an esophageal connective that
sends information on angular acceleration from the statocyst causes continuous turning to the
contralateral side of the incision. Electrical excitation of the cut connective reverses the effect
(Fraser, 2001), suggesting a constant interaction between the two connectives to maintain
walking direction.
Aquatic versus Terrestrial Walking
While changes in the kinematics of walking behavior between land and water were
described in several crab species (Schreiner, 2004), the most thorough description is by Martinez
et al. (1998) for Grapsus tenuicustatus. In addition to observing the behavior, much more
attention was paid to the changing environmental demands. Crabs experience a 15-fold change in
fluid dynamics when entering the water, and are approximately one tenth the relative weight
experienced on land. Additionally, relative O2 availability and metabolic requirements of the
behavior change when moving between land and water (Adamczewska, 2000). To overcome
these differences, several changes are made to the crabs' walking patterns.
On land, legs have shorter contact times with the substrate, while in water the legs cycled
intermittently and showed much greater variation in their movement. The change in behavior was
determined to be an entirely new type of gait, called punting (Martinez et al., 1998). In addition
to changes in stepping patterns, the crabs adopted a 19% wider stance in water. This stance
change was determined to withstand a two-fold increase in water current without overturning
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(Martinez, 2001). The aquatic posture was better suited as it produced less drag (Blake, 1985).
These experiments lack the physiological data to determine if the changes in posture reflect
changes in neural patterns to the muscle. The American alligator can change postures without
requiring changing motor patterns (Reilly and Blob, 2003).
Clarac et al. (1987) also used crabs (Carcinus maenas) to study amphibious walking, but
focused on muscle and nerve activity to describe the behavior. Like Martinez et al. (1998), they
found that steps had longer duration and were more variable in water. The power stroke on land
lasted longer and involved the recruitment of additional motor neurons.
The most common characteristics seen in these experiments are slower steps, longer time
on ground, and increased variability of steps when walking in water compared to walking on land
(Martinez et al., 1998; Clarac et al., 1987; Schreiner, 2004). The increased drag can explain the
decrease in speed, while the power stroke is extended on land to produce greater force to
overcome gravity’s increased effect.
Firing Patterns of Motor Neurons during Walking
As crabs have fewer motor neurons than vertebrates, regulation of motor output is
controlled more by changing the pattern of neural firing than by recruiting additional motor
neurons (Hoyle, 1983; Belanger, 2005). The basic leg anatomy and innervation pattern of the
muscles discussed is presented in Figure 1.1. Two of the walking muscles in the leg receive
excitation from only a single motor neuron (Wiersma, 1961) so all increases in force production
of these muscles result from increases in the activity of the same motor neuron. The other distal
walking muscles receive excitation from either two or four motor neurons, so these muscles can
use a combination of changing the pattern of firing and changing which excitor initiates a
contraction (Atwood and Walcott, 1965; Rathmayer and Erxleben, 1983). Multiple strategies of
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motor neuron recruitment within multiply excited muscles occur, with differences seen between
both muscles and species (Atwood and Walcott, 1965).

Figure 1.1. Basic anatomy of a crab leg (top) and the innervation pattern of the leg muscles
(bottom).
10

Comparing data from the dual excited closer muscle shows some of the differences in
neuromuscular strategies found in walking. In the genera Carcinus, Eriphia, and Pachygrapsus,
only the slow motor neuron (SCE) is used to excite the muscle during walking at normal walking
speeds (Clarac et al., 1987; Rathmayer and Erxleben, 1983; Atwood and Walcott, 1965). In
Eriphia, the fast motor neuron (FCE) was recruited when the animal reached faster walking
speeds (Rathmayer and Erxleben, 1983). By comparison, Cancer uses both SCE and FCE
throughout walking bursts (Atwood and Walcott, 1965). The differences in these animals most
likely reflect physiological differences between the motor neurons. While excitation of SCE
produces a different postsynaptic response than FCE in the closer muscles of Eriphia (Rathmayer
and Erxleben, 1983) and Pachygrapsus (Hoyle and Wiersma, 1958), both excitors produce
similar response in the Cancer closer (Hoyle and Wiersma, 1958). Cancer may use the two motor
neurons more similarly because there is a smaller difference in the postsynaptic response they
produce.
The extensor muscle also receives dual excitation, but the fast excitor (FEE) produces a
typical phasic response, while the slow excitor (SEE) produces a slow graded contraction
(Bradacs et al., 1997). For the extensor muscle, a different strategy is employed. The FEE fires at
the start of the step to initiate contraction, whereas the SEE fires throughout the burst to regulate
contraction force (Clarac et al., 1987). Since a similar phasic-tonic distinction occurs in the closer
muscle of many claws (Millar and Atwood, 2004), the physiological differences found are
presumably a result of behavioral use and not that the properties are fixed for particular neurons.
A wide range in firing frequencies is observed in the firing patterns of the slower motor
neurons that produce most of the propulsive force during walking. Instantaneous firing
frequencies can be as high as 500 Hz (Burrows and Hoyle, 1973) while mean firing rates range
from 20 Hz (Clarac et al., 1987; Vidal Gadea, 2008) to 200 Hz (Burrows and Hoyle, 1973; Clarac
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et al., 1987). Variability in firing rates is found both within bursts as well as between bursts or
walking bouts.
Studies of other arthropod muscles suggested that variability in the firing frequency of
motor neurons may be an integral part of producing behavioral output (Zhurov and Brezina,
2006), and while similar work has not been conducted with decapod walking muscles, all
recordings taken during decapod walking show high variability. Even though studies on
locomotion usually are restricted to trials when the animal takes a certain number of consecutive
steps in a straight line, in no experiment (even those conducted on treadmills where external
factors should be constant) did motor neuron activity remain constant throughout walking cycles
(Evoy and Fourtner, 1973; Clarac et. al. 1987).
Although high level of variability exists in motor output, comparisons across muscles and
animals have revealed some trends. One trend is that firing rates follow leg cycling rates. For an
animal to move its legs faster requires shortening the burst duration and increasing the burst
frequency, which can be seen in comparisons between species. Carcinus, which walk faster than
similarly sized Libinia (Schreiner, 2004), have burst durations around 0.5s (Clarac et al., 1987)
compared to mean burst durations of about 1s for the slower Libinia (Vidal Gadea, 2008).
Although different motor neurons were chosen for study between the species, the slower Libinia
also showed lower intraburst frequencies (Vidal Gadea, 2008) than did Carcinus (Clarac et al.,
1987).
When walking speed increases, changes are made in the firing pattern of the common
inhibitory motor neuron (CI) as well. During walking, CI fires tonically at low, highly variable
frequencies (Ballantyne and Rathmayer, 1981). This firing may produce greater effect
presynaptically (Atwood and Walcott, 1965), although CI can innervate presynaptic terminals
and muscles directly (Wiens et al., 1988). As walking speed increases, though, an increase in the
12

firing rate of the CI is also seen (Ballantyne and Rathmayer, 1981). While it may seem
counterintuitive that increased inhibition would be paired with increasing cycle frequency, it is
believed that an increase in relaxation rate is produced by CI firing (Atwood, 1973; Ballantyne
and Rathmayer, 1981). The use of inhibition during faster walking matches theoretical work
suggesting that for a single muscle to produce functional behavior over various time scales, the
muscle kinetics must be sped up or slowed down with changes in the cycling rate of the behavior
(Stern et al., 2007).
Comparing data between species also shows that firing patterns match walking direction.
For the sideways walking crab Carcinus, the activity of each walking leg matched that of the
other walking legs on the same side, while activity of the legs on the leading side differed from
that of the trailing legs (Clarac et al., 1987). In contrast, for the sideways walking Libinia, the
activity of posterior legs differs from that of more anterior legs during forward walking (Vidal
Gadea, 2008).

Arthropod Neuromuscular Systems
Arthropods' use of few walking motor neurons makes them attractive model systems for
study; however, while arthropods accomplish behavior with fewer neurons than vertebrates, the
interaction between their motor neurons and muscles is more complicated since properties such
as modulation, inhibition, synaptic integration, and activity dependent synaptic release that
vertebrate motor systems have confined centrally are all present in arthropods at the muscle.
Arthropods in general have adapted a strategy of using few, flexible motor components
(Belanger, 2005). Most arthropod muscles are excited by 1-3 motor neurons (Hoyle, 1983)
compared to hundreds of motor neurons innervating typical mammalian skeletal muscle (Burke et
al., 1971). Despite using fewer muscle fibers and motor neurons than vertebrates, the increased
range of muscle fiber types within a muscle (Hoyle, 1983), use of direct inhibition (Wiersma and
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Ellis, 1942) and modulation (Hooper et al., 1999) at the muscle, and increased activity dependent
effects (Nadim and Manor, 2000) allow arthropods remarkable ability to meet a broad range of
behavioral demands. I will attempt to give a brief overview of these properties as well as some
detail on how they might affect motor output during walking.
Crustacean Muscle Fibers and Motor Neurons
Crustaceans, like arthropods more generally, have surprisingly conserved central
neuroanatomy. Comparisons between the cockroach (Davis, 1983), locust (Tyrer and Gregory,
1982), and crayfish (Mulloney et al., 2003) reveal a comparable number and location of motor
neurons. Despite fairly conserved gross neural and muscular anatomy, remarkably wide ranges of
differences occur at the levels of physiological properties and intracellular anatomy.
Physiological differences in neuromuscular junctions correspond to a number of pre- and
postsynaptic properties leading to a wide range of synaptic release and activity dependent
changes. The particular properties of a muscle fiber generally match the properties of the
presynaptic terminals innervating it, a property referred to as the matching principle (Atwood,
1965). Synaptic strength can be altered presynaptically with changes to the number of active
zones, number and type of Ca++ channels, vesicle size, distance between Ca++ channels and
vesicles, number of docked/primed vesicles, and sensitivity of release to Ca++ (Atwood and
Karunanithi, 2002). These differences not only appear between different species or muscles, but
high synaptic terminal diversity also occurs within individual motor neurons (Atwood, 1967).
In crustacean motor neurons, a division is usually made between phasic and tonic units
where the phasic units innervate faster muscle fibers and tonic units innervate slower fibers
(Millar and Atwood, 2004); however, some confusion occurs when parsing differences between
motor neurons and between muscle fibers. Unlike mammalian muscles, crustacean muscles have
individual muscle fibers that are excited by multiple neurons (Hoyle, 1983). Within a single
14

motor neuron, differences in physiological properties between terminals result from differences
in synaptic structure (Atwood and Marin, 1983); however, differences in synaptic release
between different motor neurons cannot always be accounted for by structural differences alone
(Bradacs et al., 1997; Msghina et al., 1998).
When comparing between different muscle fibers innervated by the same motor neuron,
faster fibers are generally innervated by terminals with lower initial release, more facilitation
(Atwood, 1965), less presynaptic inhibition (Sherman and Atwood, 1972), and more active zones
(Atwood and Marin, 1983). Additionally, these terminals innervating faster fibers have more
complex structure with increased surface area than the terminals innervating the slower fibers
(Atwood and Marin, 1983). Slower fibers innervated by terminals with fewer active zones release
more transmitter in response to a single stimulus, and as a larger percentage of transmitter is
released initially, less facilitation occurs with subsequent stimuli. The terminals innervating faster
fibers, however, release a small percentage of vesicles with a single stimulus, but facilitate
greatly with high frequency stimulation (Millar and Atwood, 2002).
In cases such as the extensor muscle where a muscle fiber can be innervated by separate
phasic and tonic motor neurons, the synapses of the two neurons differ in structure (King et al.,
1996), but these differences are insufficient to explain the physiological differences (Bradacs et
al., 1997). While the phasic motor neuron produces faster contractions than the tonic, there is
overlap in which fibers they innervate, and in some cases the phasic neuron innervates all fibers
in the muscle (Rathmayer and Erxleben, 1983). The terminals of the phasic motor neuron are
thinner, have less mitochondria, fewer synaptic vesicles, and lower glutamate concentration than
those of the tonic motor neuron (Lnenicka et al., 1986; King et al, 1996; Bradacs et al., 1997).
These structural differences are insufficient, however, to explain the over 100-fold difference in
transmitter release between the motor neurons in response to a single action potential (Msghina,
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et al., 1998). Instead, the differences in release properties are due to differences in the sensitivity
of vesicle release to calcium entry (Millar et al., 2005).
The postsynaptic fibers of crustaceans also exhibit an array of physiological properties.
While the muscle fibers and their contractions are traditionally referred to as "fast" or "slow"
(Lucas, 1917), there is a wide-ranging continuum of muscle properties (Atwood, 1976). The
differences in contraction kinetics correspond to differences in membrane resistance (Sherman
and Atwood, 1972), electrical excitability (Fatt and Katz, 1953), sarcomere length (Jahromi and
Atwood, 1971), ATPase levels (Silverman et al., 1987) and contractile protein isoforms (Medler
and Mykles, 2003).
Fast fibers generally have wider diameter, lower membrane resistance, and more electrical
excitability and spiking in addition to the quicker contraction kinetics than the slow fibers
(Sherman and Atwood, 1972). The slow fibers additionally show higher sensitivity to GABA and
an overshoot in membrane voltage following strong hyperpolarization (Atwood, 1965) that
makes them more sensitive to inhibitory innervation than the fast fibers. These traits are all
correlated with the release properties of the presynaptic terminals, whereby high output, low
facilitating terminals innervate the slower fibers and the higher facilitating terminals innervate the
faster fibers (Sherman and Atwood, 1972; Atwood, 1976).
Contraction kinetics of different fiber types result from these morphological and electrical
differences, but they also depend on differences in isoforms of motor proteins (LaFramboise et
al., 2000; Medler and Mykles, 2003; Medler et al., 2004). Differences in myosin heavy chain
(MHC) isoforms occur in a variety of muscles including walking leg musculature (LaFramboise
et al., 2000). Muscle fibers with faster MHC types are the same fibers characterized as fast by
morphological and membrane properties (Medler and Mykles, 2003). In addition to MHC,
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differences in isoforms of troponin and tropomyosin span a continuum that matches closely the
continuum of physiological properties (Medler et al., 2004).
One morphological property that traditionally has been an indicator of muscle speed is
sarcomere length with faster fibers having sarcomeres approximately 4µm and slower fibers
having 6-12µm sarcomeres (Jahromi and Atwood, 1971; McDermott and Stephens, 1988;
Ogonowski and Lang, 1979; Sherman and Atwood, 1972). However, more recently it was
suggested that the number of sarcomeres in a fiber, not their individual length, determines the
contraction kinetics (Thuma et al., 2007). The theory that sarcomere number is the key
determinant relies on the contraction rates of individual sarcomeres being consistent. As different
muscle fiber types contain different motor protein isoforms that change contraction kinetics of
individual sarcomeres (Medler et al., 2004), it seems unlikely that sarcomere length is only a
coincidental correlation with kinetics. Instead, it seems much more reasonable to suggest that
within a single fiber type where motor proteins would be consistent, sarcomere number changes
shortening velocity; however, between fibers of different types where motor proteins aren't
consistent, sarcomere length is a determinant of muscle rate.
Activity Dependent Changes
Short-term plasticity, such as facilitation, allows for changes to the timing properties of
neural output during bouts of behavior. Short-term enhancement (STE) and short-term depression
(STD) were both found in crustacean motor networks and could help explain many behaviors
(Nadim and Manor, 2000). A large number of synapses were found to show both STE and STD
(simultaneously or at different times) such that one effect may mask the other (Stephens and
Wang, 1995). Synaptic plasticity can play a role in network stability, pathway selection,
directional selectivity, low pass filtering, synchronization in recurrent networks, interval and
sequence determination and burst detection (Nadim and Manor, 2000).
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The most common forms of activity dependent enhancement include facilitation,
augmentation, long-term facilitation and potentiation. Facilitation, also called frequency
facilitation (Bykhovskaia et al., 2004) or short-term facilitation (Crider and Cooper, 2000),
increases synaptic transmission due to a build up of residual calcium in the presynaptic terminal,
and can be described by an exponential decay with time constant ~100ms (Zucker and Regehr,
2002). Augmentation is also dependent on residual calcium and decays with a time constant of
~2–10 s, (Zucker and Regehr, 2002). Long-term facilitation lasts tens of seconds to several
minutes and depends on synaptic Na+ concentration (Atwood et al 1983) and adenylate cyclase
(Dixon and Atwood, 1989). All longer term forms of enhancement, including long-term
facilitation, are often grouped together as potentiation which lasts anywhere from 30 s to several
minutes (Zucker and Regehr, 2002).
Presynaptic enhancement of transmitter release is generally regarded as the result of
increased calcium (Linder, 1973; Zucker, 1999). Short term facilitation directly results from the
residual Ca++ (Katz and Miledi, 1968), augmentation results indirectly from residual calcium
concentration through an intermediate (Zucker, 2002), and long term facilitation is produced by a
sodium-dependent presynaptic calcium increase (Atwood et al., 1983). For terminals of
crustacean walking motor neurons, presynaptic Ca++ increases linearly with firing frequency
(Msghina et al., 1999), but the particular amount of influx and rate of decay depend on many
factors of the synaptic morphology (Atwood and Marin, 1983; Bradacs et al., 1997; Cooper et al.,
1995; King and Atwood, 1996).
The term facilitation was coined by Richet (1879) upon noticing that muscle twitches
produced from successive action potentials increased in force. Facilitation has come to refer to
the increase of transmitter release from a synapse with successive action potentials (Magleby,
1973). Facilitation has been divided into short term and long term facilitation, with the former
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lasting less than a second and the latter lasting minutes or hours (Wojtowicz et al., 1994). Shortterm facilitation (sometimes called frequency facilitation, and from here on referred to simply as
facilitation) results from a buildup of residual calcium in the presynaptic terminal (Linder, 1973).
Both [Ca2+]i and facilitation increase linearly with firing frequency of the motor neuron (Msghina
et al., 1999).
Neuromuscular Transform
The complexity of the cellular anatomy and the activity dependence of arthropod muscles
combine to form a complex relationship between the neural firing pattern and the resultant
muscle contraction. The relationship between neural firing patterns and muscle contractions, or
the neuromuscular transform (NMT), is a dynamic, non-linear, and modifiable relationship
(Brezina et al., 2000). In addition to the relationship between neural firing and contraction force,
the mechanical dynamics of the leg add another filter determining how muscle contraction
translates into movement of the animal (Full and Koditschek, 1999).
It is not obvious which characteristics of neural activity determine the muscle's response.
Some muscles produce a specific, reproducible response to each spike pattern of the motor
neuron (Zhurov and Brezina, 2006), while other muscles can produce the same response from
many different spike patterns (Hooper and Weaver, 2000). The aspects of the temporal pattern
that determine a muscle’s contraction depend on activity dependent effects in transmitter release
(Nadim and Manor, 2000) as well as the particular contraction kinetics of the muscle fibers
producing the contraction (Brezina et al., 1997).
Central to the discussion of the NMT is whether the slow nature of many arthropod
muscles acts as a broad-band filter with the muscle responding to only mean firing frequencies
(Morris et al., 2000; Zoccolan et al., 2002), or, as has been found in some slow muscles,
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individual spikes each produce a marked response in the muscle contraction (Zhurov and
Brezina, 2006).
Some have focused on the frequency ranges to which muscles are sensitive. During
bursts, muscles receive input approximately from 10Hz to several hundred Hz, but the relaxation
kinetics of muscles might prevent neurons from accurately driving them at bursts faster than
approximately 1 Hz (Morris et al., 2000). The lobster pyloric neuron and muscles examined
includes rhythmic information of three separate frequencies to two different muscles. While one
of the pyloric muscles responded to all three frequency ranges, the fastest and slowest rhythm but
not the intermediate one drove the other two muscles’ contractions. This finding echoes the
sentiment put forth by Brezina et al. (2000a,b,c) that to understand the relationship of neural
input to muscle output a much longer time scale needs to be examined than the apparent neural
firing period. Computational work also suggested that the relaxation kinetics of a muscle act as a
filter for response to the temporal pattern of the motor neuron, with the τ of the NMT needing to
be close to the cycle period of the neural bursting for the behavior to be functional (Brezina et al.,
1997).

Summary
Investigation into how a nervous system controls an animal’s movement through the
world requires an integrative study from multiple angles. The experimental tractability, presence
of identified neurons across species, and the extensive synaptic physiology on crustacean NMJs,
along with behavioral kinematics from freely walking animals combine to make crab walking
movement an attractive opportunity for such studies. In the following chapters, I address this
fundamental question of neural control of movement, and the more specific questions of which
aspects of behavioral output constrain (or are constrained by) specific physiological properties
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and how a heterogeneous population of muscle fibers can be controlled by a minimal number of
motor neurons.
Within Chapter 2, I give a more complete description of the neuromuscular system. While
all of the leg muscles of these animals are multifunctional, and have a broad range of muscle
fiber type, there are few motor neurons used to activate these fibers. Within the chapter I describe
the intricate relationship between the firing patterns of these motor neurons and the resultant
muscle activation. One of the main factors in this relationship is the synaptic enhancement at the
NMJs, and within Chapter 3, I proceed to show that walking direction and joint usage determine
the amount of synaptic facilitation measured from walking muscles. This is the first time that
differences in facilitation between muscles have been found to correlate with walking use.
In addition to differences in presynaptic facilitation, differences in postsynaptic muscle
kinetics were found to match behavioral use during walking. Chapter 4 describes a pattern
whereby across several parameters, muscle that operate joints that cycle at a high rate have
shorter relaxation time constants. This difference in relaxation kinetics changes the sensitivity of
the muscle to short term changes in motor neuron firing patterns, which I demonstrate with a
computational model in Chapter 5. These differences in temporal filtering, along with the
differences in facilitation described in Chapter 3 and differences in sensitivity to inhibition make
it possible for a multifunctional muscle with a broad range of muscle fiber types to be effectively
controlled by as few as two motor neurons.
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Chapter 2
Contractions of the Walking Muscles of Brachyuran
Crustaceans: Dependence on Intraburst Frequencies of the
Motor Neuron
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Introduction
To understand how nervous systems produce behavior, one must determine which aspects
of the neural pattern control the motor output. The relationship between neural pattern and motor
output, referred to as the neuromuscular transform or NMT (Brezina et al., 2000a), is dynamic
and non-linear. There is variability in how precise the neuromuscular transform is, with some
muscles producing a specific, reproducible response to each spike pattern of a motor neuron
(Zhurov and Brezina, 2006), and with others producing the same response to different spike
patterns (Hooper and Weaver, 2000). The extent that muscle contraction depends on the temporal
pattern of the motor neuron can depend on activity dependent effects in transmitter release
(Nadim and Manor, 2000) as well as the particular contraction kinetics of the muscle fibers
producing the contraction (Brezina et al., 1997).
Central to this discussion is whether the relaxation kinetics of the muscle acts as a broadband filter, causing the muscle to respond to mean firing frequencies (Morris et al., 2000;
Zoccolan et al., 2002), or, as occurs in some slow muscles, individual spikes each produce a
marked response in the muscle contraction (Zhurov and Brezina, 2006). A thorough description
of the neuromuscular properties of the walking muscles, emphasizing how motor output changes
in response to changes in the firing pattern of the motor neurons, would benefit investigation into
neural control of walking behavior.
Arthropods in general adopted a strategy using few, flexible motor components
(Belanger, 2005). Most arthropod muscles are excited by 1-3 motor neurons (Hoyle, 1983)
compared to hundreds of motor neurons innervating a typical mammalian skeletal muscle (Burke,
1981). Decapod crustaceans, more specifically, have a fairly conserved number of motor neurons
innervating the walking muscles of the leg (Wiens et al. 1988). For muscles lying distal to the
plane of autotomy, the neuromuscular organization is highly conserved, with each muscle
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receiving excitation from 1-4 motor neurons and inhibition from 1-2 motor neurons (Wiens et al.,
1988).
Despite using fewer motor neurons than vertebrates, arthropods have a remarkable ability
to meet a broad range of behavioral demands. This is accomplished from an increased range of
muscle fiber types innervated by each motor neuron (Hoyle, 1983), the use of direct inhibition
(Wiersma and Ellis, 1942) and modulation (Hooper et al., 1999) at the muscle, and increased
activity dependent effects (Nadim and Manor, 2000) compared to vertebrate skeletal muscle. The
transition between a crab walking in water and walking on land, for instance, produces
approximately a tenfold increase in relative weight when walking onto land (Martinez et al.,
1998). Such changes in behavioral or environmental conditions may always result in changes in
muscle use (Biewener and Gillis, 1999), but muscle output can only change within the range
allowed by the particular NMT (Brezina et al, 1997).
In this chapter, I describe the range of neuromuscular properties found in walking muscles
of two brachyuran crabs, the green shore crab Carcinus maenas and the spider crab Libinia
emarginata. More specifically, I address the range of contraction kinetics, activity dependence,
and sensitivity to inhibition produced across the motor neuron firing frequencies found during
free walking. Further, I examine the extent that contraction kinetics and activity dependent
enhancement can influence the transform of the motor neurons firing pattern into resulting
muscle contractions.

Methods
Animals and Dissection
All crabs were acquired from Marine Biological Laboratories (Woods Hole, MA).
Approximately 60 crabs were used, half Carcinus maenas (28-75g, mean 43g, median 42g) and
half Libinia emarginata (13-191g, mean 93g, median 51g). All recordings were made from
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muscles distal to the plane of autotomy of the third and fourth legs. The third and fourth legs of
Carcinus are equivalent in their physiological properties (Parsons, 1982).
For muscles distal to the mero-carpopodite (MC) joint, motor axons were exposed as
previously described (Rathmayer and Erxleben, 1983). For recordings from the flexor and
extensor of the MC, the nerve bundle innervating the appropriate leg was cut where it exited the
thoracic ganglia. The apodemes of the baschiopodite and coxopodite were cut, and the entire leg
was removed with nerves still attached. Bipolar, Teflon coated, silver wire electrodes (0.011’’
diameter, A-M Systems) were placed through holes made in the cuticle and secured with tissue
adhesive (Vet-bond, 3M). The leg was mounted in a Sylgard (Dow Corning) coated dish with
ventral side up, and a force transducer was attached to the segment moved by the muscle being
examined to measure the force of contraction and decrease movement artifacts in the EMG.
Preparations were bathed in physiological saline (Atwood, 1963) with (in mmol/l) 470 NaCl, 8
KCl, 12 CaCl2, 10 MgCL2, and 10 Hepes adjusted to pH 7.4. The bath was maintained at room
temperature (20-22°C) throughout each experiment.
Physiology Procedure
Extracellular recordings were made from an in vitro preparation (Figure 1.1A). The nerve
bundle was mechanically separated using a microelectrode, and a polyethylene suction electrode
was placed on the cut end of the axons for stimulation. Neurograms (NG) and electromyograms
(EMG) were recorded through an A-M Systems 1700 amplifier with 100-10,000Hz filtering for
the NG and 10-5,000 Hz for the EMG. A 60Hz notch filter was used for both NG and EMG
recordings. A quasi-isometric force transducer was attached to the segment moved by the muscle
being examined. Either a 10g or 100g transducer (Harvard Apparatus) was used dependent on
animal size. A combined analysis of NG, EMG, and contractions was used to determine which
motor neuron(s) was (were) being stimulated. If the nerve stimulated contained more than one
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motor axon, differential stimulation was accomplished by varying stimulus polarity and voltage
to stimulate only the desired motor axon(s).

Figure 2.1. An in vitro preparation was used to measure the contractile properties of walking
muscles. A) Polyethylene suction electrodes were used to stimulate (stim) and record neurograms
(NG) from mechanically separated axons. The neurograms were used along with
electromyograms (EMG) to determine which axons were being stimulated. Mechanical output of
the muscle was measured by a force transducer (FT), and contractions were measured as shown.
B) Yellow and blue bars beneath the force trace indicate time from start of stimulation to
contraction start and time from end of stimulation to contraction peak respectively. Dashed green
lines show the peak rate of force production and relaxation rate, and the point at which the
muscle has relaxed 50% and 90% from peak are labeled 50r and 90r.
For each experiment, I applied the stimulation trains in pseudo-random order with a delay
of at least a minute to avoid long-term activity dependent effects. Stimulation trains covering a
wide range of frequencies and durations (1-250 Hz, 0.1-5s) were used with most burst durations
being 0.5 or 1s. Free walking recordings from Carcinus revealed average burst durations of about
0.5s (Clarac et al, 1987), while recordings from the more slowly walking Libinia showed average
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burst durations of approximately 1s (Vidal Gadea, 2008). Using this range of burst durations aids
extrapolation to walking behavior, which is the ultimate goal of the research.
Constant frequencies were employed for the stimulations except for the experiments
shown in Figures 2.5 and 2.6. For these, comparisons were made between responses to stimulus
trains with equal number of stimuli over the same duration, but with different stimulus patterns.
One frequency was applied for the first half of the burst, and a different frequency was used for
the second half of the burst. For instance, a 60Hz, 1s train was used for the control, and for the
“high to low frequency” a 80hz, 0.5s train was followed immediately by a 40Hz, 0.5s train such
that both trains would have a total of 60 stimulus pulses over a 1s duration. The companion “low
to high frequency” train would then have 40Hz stimuli for the first 0.5s and 80Hz stimuli for the
second 0.5s. In all cases, a triplet of constant frequency, high to low and low to high were given
in succession, and the contractions produced by the uneven trains were normalized to the
contraction produced by the paired constant frequency train. As such, all comparisons in Figure
2.5 were evaluated using a paired t-test.
Measurements and Calculations
Datapac 2K2 software and hardware (Run Technologies) were used for digitization and
analysis. Data were sampled at 10,000Hz for all recordings, and linear smoothing was applied
with a 0.2 ms time constant to the EMG to filter noise before measurements were taken. To
remove noise from vibrations, force data were linearly smoothed with time constants ranging
from 10 to 80ms. The level of smoothing depended on the recording quality, and for most
experiments 20-40ms was used. For each experiment, contractions were monitored to ensure that
the smoothing altered neither the peak force nor timing of the peak.
The contractile properties measured are shown in Figure 2.1B. Contraction delay was
measured as the time from the start of excitation to the beginning of contraction. The start of
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contraction was defined by the production of 0.4 mN of force, as this value was greater than any
fluctuation caused by vibration and produced a reliable measure. The delay to peak was measured
as the time from the end of excitation to the reaching of peak force. This delay resembles that
previously called the “delay to rapid relaxation” by Hooper et al. (2007). Contraction delay and
peak delay were measured from the start and end of the EMG respectively to remove the time of
axonal conduction and synaptic delay. In addition to the time of the contraction peak, the
durations that the contraction was at 90%, 50%, and 10% of its peak force were recorded. These
durations were also used to calculate the time from peak to 50% and 90% relaxation (Fig. 2.1B).
Statistics and Graphs
After exporting data from Datapac, files were imported into SigmaPlot and SigmaStat for
graphing and statistics. Decreases in contraction durations (Fig. 2.8B) were compared using ttests. Mann-Whitney tests were used for comparisons of non-parametric values (Figure 2.8D) and
paired t-tests (Figure 5) were used for comparisons of normally distributed values as indicated.
Error bars on graphs all indicate one standard error from mean.

Results
Delay Between Excitation and Contraction
Once a motor neuronal burst excited a muscle, a delay occurred before the contraction
started. The length of the delay depended on how phasic the motor unit was and the stimulus
frequency. In purely phasic contractions, a single AP initiated a twitch with a delay of only 10-25
ms (Fig. 2.2A, left). Most muscles, however, produced only slow graded contractions that
required tens or hundreds of milliseconds before resting tension was overcome and a twitch
began (Fig. 2.2A, right). Repeated action potentials were required before enough transmitter was
released to produce a measurable contraction with a delay directly related to the interstimulus
interval (Fig. 2.2B). In most cases the relationship between interstimulus interval (ISI) and
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contraction delay was linear, but for some particularly slow contractions enough time elapsed for
facilitation to take effect, and then the delay became a second order function of the ISI. Fewer
action potentials were required as frequency increased in these cases.

Figure 2.2. A delay occurs between stimulation of a muscle and the beginning of the
contraction. In a phasic contraction of a Libinia extensor, a single AP initiates a contraction after
a short delay (A, left), but the vast majority of contractions in the walking muscles are slow
graded contractions (A, right). The latter contractions begin after a delay that depends on the
motor neuron’s firing frequency. B) Regressions of contraction delay due to the interstimulus
interval (isi) from multiple animals (one closer, opener and flexor of each species) show the
range of delays. While each animal showed consistent delays (high correlation with isi), a wide
range occurred across animals. C) In most cases the contraction began after a consistent number
of action potentials regardless of firing rate. The regressions are taken from the same animals as
in B.
High variation of contraction delays was seen between different muscles, with values
ranging from tens of milliseconds to over a second. For most tonic neurons, no response was seen
below a certain frequency (5-30 Hz) giving an effectively infinite contraction delay. Most
contractions started between 100 and 200ms after the burst began (at firing frequencies found
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during walking). Combining data from all walking muscles of both species produced an average
of 10 APs fired before contraction began, but this number varied among animals (Fig 2.2C). The
number of APs required to initiate a contraction ranged from one in true phasic responses (fast
extensor excitor) to over 20 in the slowest tonic responses (slow closer excitor and opener
excitor). In most muscles, the contraction delay amounted to over 20% of the excitatory burst, so
this delay may be an important factor in force production during walking.
Force per AP and Force Production Rate Increase with Frequency
Force production depended on the firing frequency of the motor neuron for two reasons,
summation and facilitation. If action potentials excited the muscle more quickly than it relaxed,
then the force produced from each AP summated. In addition to summation, the amount of force
produced by a single action potential increased from facilitation (Fig. 2.3).
Higher firing rates induced facilitation and therefore higher rates of force production (Fig
3A). Lower firing rates that produce less facilitation produce much slower contractions (Fig
2.3B). With higher frequency stimulation, force increased per stimulus, independent of the
increased number of stimuli, as illustrated by data traces of different frequency trains scaled so
that the stimuli are synchronous (Fig. 2.3C). It is clear that the difference is not due to summation
alone, but that the force per AP increases with frequency as well. In Carcinus closer muscles (Fig
2.3D-F), the force per AP increased with firing rate throughout the frequency range found in
freely walking animals (Clarac et al, 1987). The increased force per AP is correlated with the
facilitation index calculated as the ratio of EMG amplitudes produced by the first and last stimuli
in the burst (Fig 2.3E). The combination of facilitation and summation cause the rate of force
production to increase as a second order function of firing frequency (Fig 2.3F).
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Figure 2.3. A peak rate of force production and force per AP were produced by each firing
frequency. A) Higher firing rates induce facilitation, and as facilitation increased so did the rate
of force production. B) Lower firing rates that produce less facilitation also produced much
slower contractions. C) When the traces are rescaled by stimulus number so that stimuli are
synchronous, it is clear that the difference is not due to summation alone, but the force produced
per AP increased with frequency. D) Linear regressions demonstrated the frequency range of the
increased force per AP. E) The increased facilitation produced at higher frequencies accounts for
the increase seen in force per AP. F) The peak rate of force production increased as a second
order function of frequency. All data shown were recorded from Carcinus closer muscles.
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Burst Duration Also Regulates Force
While rate of force production increased to a peak determined by the firing frequency, this
peak rate was not reached immediately, nor was it maintained indefinitely. The time required for
rate of force production and force per AP to reach their peak also depended on the frequency.
High frequencies (≥150 Hz) reached a peak rate of force production in less than 200ms from the
start of the burst, while low frequencies (≤30 Hz) sometimes took over a second before a peak
rate was reached (Fig 2.4A). Once reached, the peak rate of force production was maintained for
a short time before beginning to decline.
If the motor neuron continued to fire at the same frequency, the rate of force production
eventually decreased to zero, at which point a steady state was reached, and a constant force was
maintained. This, however, is unlikely to occur during walking, as bursts of excitation are
generally shorter than the time required to reach a steady state contraction. In the non-steady
state, peak contraction force depended on both the firing frequency and the burst duration.
Force increased with both frequency and duration, but not equally. Rate of force
production is a second order function of firing frequency (Fig. 2.3F) due to the combination of
facilitation and summation. Increases in burst duration produced greater force through
summation, but facilitation was mostly independent of burst duration. As such, when facilitation
increases with frequency, bursts with a set number of spikes produce greater force at high
frequencies of shorter stimulus duration (Fig 2.4B). The combination of stimulus durations and
frequencies resulted in a fairly complex interaction (Fig 2.4C). Over the range of burst durations
found during walking, force increased more steeply with firing frequency than with burst
duration.
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Figure 2.4. At the burst durations found during walking, contractions do not reach a steady state
force, and contraction strength depends on both frequency and duration. A) High firing
frequencies reach their peak rate of force productions sooner. Right, force traces recorded from
an opener muscle show the peak rate of force production was reached twice as quickly when
stimulated at 150 Hz as when stimulated at 100Hz. B) The increased rate of force production
caused higher frequencies to reach higher peak forces as the burst continued. C) The interaction
of burst duration and frequency can be seen in a 3D plot. Force increases with both variables, but
is more dependent on frequency. Data included in B and C were taken from the same Carcinus
closer preparation.
Uneven Frequency Bursts Change Response Properties
Using constant frequency trains makes analysis easier, but real neural bursts typically are
not constant. To address the effect of timing within a burst on the resultant contraction, I applied
bursts that went from either high to low frequency or from low to high frequency and compared
them to constant frequency bursts. Bursts that started with low frequency firing and ended with
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higher frequencies produced an increase in peak force, while the high to low trains produced
more maintained force (Fig 2.5A). The differences became more pronounced with increased
differences between the frequencies.

Figure 2.5. Changing the firing pattern within a burst changes the contraction. A) Contractions
produced by constant frequency bursts differed in peak force and shape from contractions
produced by bursts with higher frequencies for their first or second half. B) Bursts with spikes
concentrated at either end produced a higher peak force than bursts of constant frequency. The
increase in force was greater if the faster firing came in the second half of the burst. C) Bursts
that had more frequent firing at the end of the burst produced more narrow contractions, and
contractions resulting from bursts with higher frequency at the start produced wider contractions.
D) Both varieties of uneven bursts produced a greater force-time integral than constant frequency
trains, and bursts with higher starting frequencies caused a greater increase than higher ending
frequencies.
Bursts starting with low frequencies produced little initial movement, but once the
frequency increased a quick, forceful contraction occurred. This caused an overall decrease in the
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duration that the contraction maintained at least half its peak force (50+ time) and an increase in
peak force compared to constant frequency trains (Fig 2.5B). Bursts that started with high
frequency firing initiated contractions more quickly and maintained tension in the muscle longer.
These contractions had only slightly higher peak force from constant frequency contractions, but
much wider contractions (Fig. 2.5C).
Since high starting frequencies produced more prolonged contractions, and high ending
frequencies produced greater peak force, we compared the force-time integral (Weber and
Janicki, 1977), measured by the total integrated area under the force curve. Contractions that start
with high frequency firing and then maintain force with low frequency activity produced a
greater force-time integral than either constant frequency or “low to high” frequency (p<0.05)
bursts (Fig. 2.5D).
While the relative effects of changing the firing pattern were the same for all muscles
studied, the magnitude of the changes varied. Slower muscles produced contractions less
dependent on the pattern of stimulation (Fig. 2.6). Muscles that relax more quickly (2.6B),
therefore, produce contractions that followed short-term changes in firing frequency more
precisely than slowly relaxing muscles (2.6A).
Peak Force Determines Relaxation Rate
Unlike rate of force production, a muscle’s relaxation rate following excitation was
mostly independent of the firing rate that produced the contraction (Fig. 2.7). Since each muscle
is composed of a range of fibers with their own relaxation kinetics, contractions from a whole
muscle have relaxation kinetics that represent the sum of the different fibers that contribute to the
contraction. When excitors of the walking muscles fire at moderate firing rates in the absence of
inhibition, most fibers contribute to the contraction, and the combined relaxation kinetics are
consistent between contractions.
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Figure 2.6. A muscle's relaxation rate determines how precisely the muscle contraction depends
on short-term changes in firing of the motor neuron. A) Slower muscles produce contractions less
dependent on the pattern of stimulation. Three contractions produced by different firing patterns
each containing 30 stimulus pulses over 0.5s are similar in peak force and shape. B) When a
quicker muscle was stimulated with same three firing patterns, however, the contractions show
much greater variability.
Rescaling contraction traces to their peak force illustrates that the relaxation rate increases
linearly with the peak force (Fig. 2.7A). Although the five contractions shown were produced by
five different frequencies and vary widely in peak force (2.7A, left), the portion of the trace from
peak force onward matches nearly perfectly after rescaling (2.7A, right). A wide range of
relaxation rates occurred between muscles, but within each muscle the rate of relaxation scaled
linearly with the peak force (2.7B). Of all muscles studied the median correlation coefficient
from the linear regression of peak relaxation rate versus the peak force was r2=0.98 (Fig. 2.7B).
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Figure 2.7. The relaxation rate depends on the peak contraction force rather than the firing
frequency that produced the contraction. A) When contractions produced by different frequencies
are normalized to the peak contraction force, the relaxation slopes match. The peak relaxation
rate is linearly dependent on the peak contraction force. B) Example regressions from each of the
six distal muscles show the high linearity. For each muscle shown, r2≥0.99.
Inhibition Produces Quicker, Less Forceful Contractions
All crab leg muscles receive direct, inhibitory input from a single neuron, the common
inhibitor (CI) (Rathmayer and Bevengut, 1986). This cell fires tonically during walking, with its
firing frequency increasing with walking speed (Ballantyne and Rathmayer, 1981). We found that
in addition to decreasing the contraction force, simultaneous firing of an inhibitor produced
shorter contractions (Fig. 2.8A). The frequency of inhibitor firing determined how much the
contraction was changed, and firing of excitor and inhibitor at equal frequency dampened over
90% of the force and usually yielded no contraction at all. When the inhibitor was stimulated less
frequently than the excitor a graded decrease in peak force and contraction duration occurred.
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At frequencies low enough to yield measurable contractions, a significant decrease was
seen in the contraction (p=0.004) and relaxation (p=0.006) time constants (Fig. 2.8B). The time
to relax to 50% (p<0.001) and 90% (p=0.002) of peak contraction decreased significantly as well.
The changes in relaxation were greater than the changes in rate of force production (Fig. 2.8A,B).
All variables increased together; as force was further decreased the contractions became
relatively shorter (Fig. 2.8C). This suggests that the nervous system might be able to regulate the
difference in relaxation rates by adjusting the firing rate of the inhibitor.
The differences in relaxation were not equally distributed throughout the contraction; the
difference was greater for the tail end of the contraction than for the peak. This can be seen by
comparing the relative widths of the contractions (Fig. 2.8D). A significant decrease in
contraction width occurred at 10% (p=0.01), 50% (p=0.01), and 90% (p=0.03) of peak force, and
the differences were larger at the base of the contraction (p=0.01). The decrease in 90% width
was less than half the decrease in 10% width. This suggests that slow fibers were inhibited more
than fast fibers. Since this change was seen in flexor, opener, bender and extensor muscles, firing
of the CI most likely increases relaxation rates of all distal leg muscles.

Discussion
Delay between Excitation and Contraction
After a motor neuron begins firing, there is a delay before the muscle starts contracting.
Nearly all decapod walking muscles require multiple APs before presynaptic terminals release
enough glutamate to produce a contraction (Hoyle, 1984). This delay is one aspect of motor
output that is fairly insensitive to short term firing dynamics, in that movement starts after a
given number of APs independent of the rate or pattern of firing (Fig. 2.2C). The delay to
contraction fits the description of a truly “slow” muscle (Hooper et al., 2007) in that there is an
extended delay between neural firing and response, and the response is well described by the
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Figure 2.8. Simultaneous excitation and inhibition produces quicker, less forceful contractions.
A) Stimulation of inhibitory and excitatory neurons (gray traces) causes a large decrease in
contraction force from excitatory stimulation alone (black trace). Normalizing traces to peak
force illustrates the large decrease in relaxation time that accompanied the drop in force. Black
bars indicate 0.5s excitatory burst. B) Inhibition decreased force production and relaxation time
constants as well as 50% and 90% relaxation times. C) The percent of decrease in time of
contraction measures each changed linearly with the decrease in peak force. D) The decrease in
contraction duration was significantly greater for the time over 10% peak force than for times
over 50 and 90% peak force.
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number of action potentials fired without accounting for the instantaneous firing frequency. If the
firing frequency was too low (usually below 20 Hz), then no contraction is initiated at any burst
duration.
The delay before contraction is initiated could be a significant factor in walking,
especially for the first step of a walking bout. The range of step cycles for freely walking animals
is approximately 0.4-1.2 s for Carcinus, and approximately 1-4 s for Libinia (Schreiner, 2004),
while average contraction delays were between one and two hundred milliseconds. There are
several strategies a nervous system could employ to shorten the delay. Firing of a phasic neuron
at the start of the burst would shorten the delay, but in most animals the fast extensor excitor
(FEE) was the only motor neuron that produced truly phasic responses. After multiple bursts of
activity, presynaptic augmentation can decrease the delay by as much as 50% (personal
observation). The delay could also be decreased by tonic firing in advance of the required
movement. The strategy of co-activation of antagonists to regulate tension before targeted limb
movements is used in the leg muscles of some arthropods (Zakotnik et al., 2006). In walking, the
maintained tension in the muscle could be a hindrance to the antagonist contraction, though.
This spike number dependent delay to contraction is likely one reason that recordings
from freely walking animals often show more rapid firing at the beginning of bursts (Clarac et al.,
1987). The more rapid firing would allow the contraction to start sooner, and then the firing rate
could be adjusted to meet the force requirements of the step.
Force per AP and Rate of Force Production Increase with Frequency
The combination of short-term synaptic enhancement and summation allows a slow tonic
muscle to produce quick contractions in response to high frequency neural firing. While these
muscles are accurately considered slow in the context of the long delays before contraction
begins, the steep relationship between firing frequency and rate of force production still allows
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for quick adjustments to contraction force. A neuron that releases much more transmitter in
response to 200Hz firing (5ms isi) than it does at 100Hz (10ms isi) can change between these
levels of release over these brief periods. When a motor neuron fires with high frequency, the
increased glutamate release caused by facilitation (Millar et al., 2005) produces greater
contraction force per AP, which in turn increases the rate of force production (Fig. 2.3). In
addition to the increase in rate of force production that facilitation produces, the rate of force
production also increases with AP frequency because of summation.
Having a steeper frequency-force relationship allows for a greater range of motor output,
and the frequency range of the steepest portion of the relationship determines the time scale over
which this range can be traversed. The muscle with more increase in force production in response
to high frequency neural firing can adjust its force level at shorter time scales than muscles that
increase rate of force production at low frequencies. For this reason motor control could favor
having the steepest relationship at the firing frequencies used in walking, allowing for quicker
changes to motor output.
Burst Duration Regulates Force
At constant stimulus frequency, force scales linearly with burst duration after the start of
the contraction for roughly 250ms at highest stimulus frequencies and for over 1s at the lowest
frequencies. Combining frequency and duration into a 3D plot shows that force is more affected
by frequency than stimulus duration. High frequency, low duration bursts produced more force
than long duration bursts with the same number of spikes. This increased in force produced by
brief, high frequency stimulation only occurs if there is facilitation in the given muscle; were the
muscle to show high frequency depression, then greater force would be produced from the
longer, low frequency bursts.
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Uneven Frequency Bursts Change Response Properties
To address how differences in instantaneous frequencies affect the contraction produced, I
applied bursts of stimulation with equal average frequency, but with different burst patterns.
Stimulus bursts with constant frequencies produced lower peak forces than did stimulus bursts
with the same number of stimuli over the same duration presented at a non-constant or uneven
frequency. Uneven frequency trains produced higher peak forces because the frequency-force
relationship is steeper than the duration-force relationship. The higher instantaneous frequencies
of the uneven trains produce greater enhancement and therefore greater force.
The force-time integral is greatest for the high to low frequency change, so this may be
why bursts recorded from freely walking crabs often have greater instantaneous frequencies at the
beginning of the burst (Clarac et al., 1987). The high initial frequency could activate fast,
facilitating units and depress slow, postural units so the resulting movement is produced by fibers
with favorable contraction kinetics. “Low to high” frequency firing would be best suited for
anticipated movements, but the long contraction delays would be a disadvantage for many
behaviors. This pattern of neural firing has been found in some walking muscles that support a
greater load as the step progresses (Clarac et al., 1987).
Interaction of responsiveness to changes in stimulus patterns and relaxation rates appears
in uneven trains. Slowly relaxing muscles are less sensitive to changes in spike frequency making
their contractions more pattern-independent (Fig. 2.6). The particularly slow kinetics of some
muscles means that there is little or no loss in force between stimuli and the mean frequency is
sufficient to predict response. Referred to as spike number-dependent contraction (Morris and
Hooper, 1997), this results from contraction kinetics filtering higher frequency changes in neural
firing (Hooper et al., 2007).
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Peak Force Determines Relaxation Rate
The relaxation rate following contraction is determined by which fibers combine to
produce the contraction and the amount of force produced. If a motor neuron fires in isolation
then most contractions will result from the same fibers. Muscles with a greater range in
postsynaptic fibers show more variability as different fibers can produce low- and high-frequency
contractions (data not shown). These muscles often produce relaxation slopes with clearly
distinct fast and slow components.
A muscle’s relaxation kinetics need to be quick enough to meet the cycling frequencies
required for walking. Muscles with slower kinetics, however, consume less energy (Rome and
Lindstedt, 1997). The combination of these factors might result in muscles that are quick enough
to meet behavioral demands, but no quicker.
Inhibition-induced Decreases in Relaxation Rate Could Allow Faster Walking
Muscle output found during behavior doesn’t have to be produced by all muscle fibers,
and inhibition is one way that arthropod nervous systems can select fibers better suited for the
behavioral task. The decrease in force is accompanied by a decrease in contraction duration
because slow fibers are inhibited more (Atwood and Bittner, 1971). During free walking, the
common inhibitory neuron (CI) fires tonically with a firing frequency that increases with walking
speed (Ballantyne and Rathmayer, 1981).
Slow tonic fibers receive stronger innervation from CI (Wiens et al., 1988), which can
inhibit muscle fibers both pre- and post-synaptically. Presynaptic inhibition occurs mainly on
slow fibers (Sherman and Atwood, 1972) and presynaptic inhibition occurs with the start of
excitor bursts during walking (Atwood and Walcott, 1965). The decrease in relaxation time
constant caused by CI firing (Fig. 2.8) is therefore best explained by selective inhibition of slow
tonic muscle fibers. The ability to selectively inhibit slower fibers and the corresponding decrease
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in time constant of relaxation could allow the animal to decrease the amount of antagonist tension
a muscle must overcome during walking, permitting faster step cycling. This change in fiber
types producing force caused by CI activity can allow a switch from a postural to a locomotor
mode (Atwood, 1973).
Conclusion
I found that muscle contraction depended on intraburst frequencies over a wide range, but
outside this frequency range the contraction became less dependent on the excitatory pattern.
Low frequency firing (<30Hz) failed to produce any contraction in some muscles: the contraction
delays were essentially infinite. For these muscles, a filter prevents slow changes in neural firing
from altering muscle contraction. Once a contraction begins, lower frequencies can adjust force,
suggesting that higher frequency firing can remove this filter. Use of uneven frequency
stimulation revealed that slower muscles produced contractions less dependent on high frequency
changes in neural firing. These muscles filter out high frequency input, with the contraction
kinetics of the muscle determining what constitutes “high” frequency.
Within the range of firing frequencies that the muscle responds to, facilitation allows for
producing quicker contractions. If, however, altering the excitatory frequency alone cannot
produce sufficiently quick contractions, simultaneous stimulation of an inhibitor can further
increase rate of force production. As the inhibitor decreases contraction force with the decrease in
duration, a corresponding increase in excitatory firing could accompany the inhibition to maintain
force.
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Chapter 3
Degree of Neuromuscular Facilitation Is Correlated with
Contribution to Walking in Leg Muscles of Two Species of
Crab*

*

Reprinted with permission of Springer-Verlag
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Introduction
Crustacean neuromuscular systems span a very wide range of physiological properties
(Atwood, 1976; Hoyle, 1983; Millar and Atwood, 2004), including differences between motor
neurons (Wiersma and Ellis, 1942) and between individual fibers within a muscle (Fatt and Katz,
1953). The physiological property, facilitation, can differ across muscles within an organism and
between species for a single muscle (Hoyle and Wiersma, 1958). These facilitation differences
correspond with differences in contractile properties (Atwood, 1965; Lang and Atwood, 1973),
and differences in isoforms of myosin (LaFramboise et al., 2000), troponin and tropomyosin
(Medler et al., 2004). However, surprisingly little research has addressed behavioral
consequences of these physiological differences.
There are two groups of fatigue resistant muscle that could contribute to walking output
(Atwood, 1963a; Hoyle, 1967; Sherman and Atwood, 1972). One group includes terminals that
release more transmitter at low frequencies, reach peak facilitation at moderate firing frequencies
(25-40 Hz) and innervate postsynaptic fibers with slow contraction kinetics. The second group of
tonic units typically releases less transmitter at low frequencies, but shows greater overall
facilitation and facilitates at higher frequencies (≥ 100Hz). These terminals synapse onto
postsynaptic fibers with quicker contraction kinetics (Atwood, 1963a).
The central difference in muscle demand between posture and locomotion is that
locomotion requires rhythmic alternation of antagonistic muscles while posture requires
maintained tension, but not coordinated alternation (Hoyle, 1983). A muscle that relaxes more
quickly during walking leaves less tension for the antagonist to overcome, suggesting that the
slowest muscle fibers are used for postural control, while the fibers with faster contraction
kinetics are used for locomotion (Atwood, 1973; Rathmayer and Erxleben, 1983). If this division
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of labor between more postural and more locomotor fibers is correct, then one might expect
muscles differing in locomotor function to differ in their physiological properties.
Differences in locomotor function between muscles were shown in intact walking
animals. Ayers and Clarac (1978) separated muscles acting as either motors or struts during
walking. Motors show rhythmic contractions of antagonists whereas struts use concurrent
antagonistic tension to produce support but not movement. The function of the former group is
what is normally thought of in locomotion while the latter group more closely matches the role of
postural muscle. Further, individual muscles can switch between acting as motors or struts
depending on the walking behavior of the animal (i.e. if it is walking forward or sideways). Since
all decapods can walk both forward and sideways, but different species exhibit one behavior
preferentially (Schreiner, 2004), different species might use walking muscles as motors over
different percentages of the time while walking.
Muscle fibers innervated by high facilitating terminals that relax quickly are thought to be
better suited for locomotion, while fibers with less facilitation are thought to be more postural
(Atwood, 1973). Further, behavioral data showed some muscles to have more locomotor demand,
while others play a more postural role (Ayers and Clarac, 1978; Schreiner, 2004). Here we show
that the muscles that are more active during walking show greater facilitation. This holds true
both for comparisons of different muscles within a species and for individual muscles compared
between species.
The hypothesis proposed is that the increased facilitation increases a muscle’s range of
output, and that the frequency range of facilitation determines the temporal response properties of
the neuromuscular junction. Synaptic terminals with more high frequency facilitation are more
sensitive to short term changes in neural firing, while terminals that facilitate at low frequencies,
but depress at higher frequencies, are sensitive to slower changes in neural firing. As muscles that
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cycle at higher rates must be responsive at shorter intervals, these muscles are preferentially
innervated by neurons with terminals that exhibit high frequency facilitation.

Methods
Muscular Anatomy of the Legs
The legs of the crabs studied consist of five joints that contribute to walking output, two
operated by proximal muscles and three operated by distal musculature. The orientation of the leg
is such that adjacent joints move in approximately orthogonal directions. Based on the range of
joint angles seen during free walking, muscles operating the thoraco-coxopodite (TC), merocarpodite (MC), and propo-dactylus (PD) joints of the third and fourth legs act as motors during
sideways walking but as struts during forward walking. The muscles operating the coxobasipodite (CB) and carpo-propodite (CP) joint of the same legs, however, act as struts during
sideways walking and as motors during forward walking (Schreiner, 2004). The proximal
muscles of these species differ in number of motor neurons and muscle heads (Vidal Gadea,
2008), making physiological comparisons between them much more difficult.
The distal musculature, however, has conserved innervation across decapod species
(Wiens et al., 1988), making these muscles highly attractive for investigation of physiological
differences that correspond to behavioral differences. The general organization and locomotor
usage of these distal muscles are illustrated (Fig. 3.1). The MC and PD joints move the leg along
the mediolateral axis, while the CP joint moves the leg along the rostrocaudal axis. Sideways
locomotion involves leg movement in the mediolateral direction, so the muscles that operate
joints along this axis (MC and PD) act as motors during sideways locomotion, while muscles
operating the CP joint act as motors during forward locomotion. Conversely, the MC and PD act
as struts during forward walking as does the CP during sideways walking.
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Figure 3.1. Sketches of a spider crab walking forward as viewed from above (a) and a shore crab
walking sideways viewed from behind (b). The large arrows indicate walking direction, and small
curved arrows indicate joint movement during walking. c) Table summarizing the walking
direction to which the distal joints contribute most, the muscles that operate these joints, and the
number of motor neurons that excite each muscle. Leg segment labels: M – merus. C – carpus. P
– propus. D – dactyl.
Animals and Dissection
While most brachyurans walk primarily sideways, some walk forward more often. We used
Libinia emarginata and Carcinus maenas, as they walk in a preferred direction about 80% of the
time, with Carcinus preferring sideways locomotion and Libinia preferring forward walking
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(Schreiner, 2004). Additionally these animals have skeletal adaptations reflecting their preferred
walking directions (Vidal-Gadea et al., 2008).
All crabs were acquired from Marine Biological Laboratories (Woods Hole, MA).
Approximately 70 crabs were tested, half were Carcinus maenas (25-75g, mean 45g) and half
were Libinia emarginata (28-191g, mean 92g). The number of experiments and animals used for
each muscle of Libinia were (experiments, animals): closer 13, 9; opener 4, 4; stretcher 4, 3;
bender 7, 6; extensor 4, 3; flexor 5, 3. Recordings from Carcinus muscles were: closer 10, 10;
opener 8, 7; stretcher 6, 6; bender 4, 4; extensor 4, 3; flexor 5, 5. The discrepancy in numbers is
because multiple legs of some animals were used for experimentation.
All recordings were taken from muscles distal to the plane of autotomy of the third and
fourth legs. The third and fourth legs of Carcinus are equivalent in their physiological properties
(Parsons, 1982). For muscles distal to the MC joint, motor axons were exposed as previously
described (Rathmayer and Erxleben, 1983). For recordings from the flexor and extensor of the
MC, the nerve bundle innervating the appropriate leg was cut where it exited the thoracic ganglia.
Following this procedure, the apodemes of the baschiopodite and coxopodite were cut, and the
entire leg was removed with nerves still attached. Bipolar, Teflon coated, silver wire electrodes
(0.011’’ diameter, A-M Systems) were placed through holes made in the cuticle and secured with
tissue adhesive (Vet-bond, 3M). The leg was then mounted in a Sylgard (Dow Corning) coated
dish with ventral side up, and a force transducer was attached to the segment moved by the
muscle being examined to measure force of contraction and decrease movement artifacts in the
EMG. Either a 10g or 100g transducer (World Precision Instruments) was used dependent on
animal size.
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Preparations were bathed in physiological saline (Atwood, 1963a) with (in mmol-1) 470
NaCl, 8 KCl, 12 CaCl2, 10 MgCL2, and 10 Hepes adjusted to pH 7.4. The bath was maintained at
room temperature (20-22°C).
Physiology Procedure
The nerve bundle was mechanically separated using a microelectrode, and a polyethylene
suction electrode was placed on the cut end of the axons for stimulation (Fig. 3.2). A second
suction electrode recorded the action potentials propagated down the nerve being stimulated. If
the nerve stimulated contained more than one motor axon, differential stimulation was
accomplished by varying stimulus voltage to stimulate motor axons of a single muscle. The
timing and amplitude of neurograms (NG) were used to determine which axons were stimulated
and to ensure that all stimuli produced an action potential in the desired axon(s). The shape and
amplitude of the neurograms were unaffected by facilitation allowing us to ensure the same unit
was stimulated each time. Differences in conduction velocity between excitors and inhibitors
were revealed by timing of the NG. Additionally, systematic changes of stimulus voltage and
polarity were conducted while monitoring changes in NG amplitude to determine when motor
neurons were recruited.
As found previously, all motor axons except for the flexor excitors could be stimulated
independently (Parsons 1982). Both neurograms and electromyograms (EMG) were amplified
(A-M Systems 1700 amplifier with 100-10,000Hz filtering for the NG and 10-5,000Hz for the
EMG). A 60Hz notch filter was used for both recordings. Datapac 2K2 software and hardware
(Run Technologies) were used for data storage and analysis. The sampling rate was 10KHz for
all recordings, and linear smoothing was applied with a 0.2 ms time constant to the EMG to filter
noise before measurements were taken.
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Figure 3.2. Schematic of recording methods. In the experiment depicted, recordings were taken
simultaneously from the proximal (1) and distal (2) ends of the flexor muscle. Muscles are shown
for reference only; the cuticle was left intact except for holes just large enough for electrode
placement. Wavy horizontal line shows saline level.
For each experiment, we applied the stimulation values in pseudo-random order. Since
categorizing muscle fibers based on facilitation can depend on the stimulation paradigm used
(Crider and Cooper, 1999), it was important to ensure as full a characterization as possible.
Stimulation trains covering the frequency and duration ranges recorded from freely moving crabs
(5-250 Hz, 0.2-1s; Clarac et al., 1987) were used with one minute or more between trains to
prevent confounding by augmentation or other longer term effects.
Statistics
A Facilitation Index (FI) was calculated by dividing the amplitude of the EMG following
the final stimulus by the average EMG amplitude evoked by a single pulse (the unconditioned
response).
FI = Efinal/Einitial
In rare cases where the final potential was obscured by an active muscle response or action
potential, these values were removed from analysis. Since spiking was not accompanied by an
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appreciable increase in contraction force (data not shown), including these potentials in our
calculations would have been misleading. Datapac was used to measure the EMG amplitudes,
and data from each experiment were spot checked to ensure accuracy. After exporting data from
Datapac, files were imported into SigmaPlot for graphing.
For all linear regressions, data points were restricted to the regions where fairly linear
facilitation occurred, and both regression slope and adjusted mean Facilitation Index were
compared using one way ANCOVA for individual comparisons using Statmost software. Mean
facilitation indices were adjusted to account for any differences in stimulation frequency
distribution, thereby removing possible bias of a data set including more high frequency data
points. When possible, multiple measurements were taken at each frequency. Linear regressions
presented include all data points to give the most complete view of variability, but before
ANCOVA were calculated all repeated measures were averaged to ensure the results were not
skewed towards experiments with more data points.
To compare facilitation across muscles and species, SigmaStat was used for one way
ANOVA with Holm-Sidak method for pairwise multiple comparisons (Glantz, 2005). MannWhitney tests were conducted with SigmaStat for ranked sum comparisons of average FI.

Results
Facilitation Is Consistent within Muscles
Use of extracellular recordings offers several advantages over intracellular recordings,
including easier comparison to extracellular EMG from freely walking animals, increased
resistance to movement artifacts, and simpler recording techniques. Further, while individual
muscle fibers are not necessarily conserved across legs or species, muscles and motor neurons are
(Hoyle, 1983), allowing for more natural comparisons at these levels. Unfortunately, the
unknown extent of the recording area is a concern of this technique. Although extracellular
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electrodes were used in focal recordings to measure activity of individual terminals (Dudel and
Kuffler, 1961; Sherman and Atwood, 1972), free walking EMGs are used as a measure of an
overall activity level of a muscle or motor neuron (Clarac et al., 1987; Bevengut and Clarac,
1990). Further, some muscles of both crabs (Atwood, 1963b) and crayfish (Cooper and Ruffner,
1998) have higher facilitating fibers at one end of the muscle and less facilitating fibers at the
other end.
To address this concern, we made simultaneous recordings from opposite ends of
individual muscles, with at least two muscles examined from each species. Muscles of the merus
and propus were used for these experiments as long segments were expected to be more
susceptible to electrode placement bias, and it was in these muscles that regional differences were
reported (Atwood, 1963b; Cooper and Ruffner, 1998). Larger animals were chosen for these
experiments to increase the distance between electrodes, decreasing the chance of crosstalk in the
recordings.
While a range of differences was seen, in most cases the recordings produced similar
facilitation indices. Occasionally, the recordings differed in both EMG amplitude and shape (3a),
but in most recordings, little difference was seen (3b). The example of regional differences
resulting from EMG placement in Figure 3.3b is typical; in response to 30Hz, 0.5s stimulation a
facilitation index of 3.83 was recorded proximally while 4.39 was recorded distally. The median
difference in FI of all recordings was only 0.076, with the more distal recordings showing
slightly greater facilitation (p=0.15). Combining the data from multiple recordings (Fig. 3.3c)
shows that there was not a consistent bias from recording location.
As facilitation measured from opposing ends of the largest segments showed very similar
facilitation indices, our concerns were satisfied that extracellular EMG recordings could be used
reliably as representative of a muscle's overall facilitation. Although the recordings were
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consistent in facilitation, it is important to note that this should not be taken as evidence that
EMG recordings are completely independent of electrode placement. Large differences were
occasionally seen in other aspects of the EMG, including movement artifacts, muscle spiking,
and effect of inhibition.

Figure 3.3. Simultaneous recordings were taken in opposite ends of the same muscle. a) Example
EMG recordings with large differences between electrodes taken from a Libinia extensor muscle.
b) Recordings from a Carcinus flexor showing similar proximal and distal EMG. Scale bars are
50ms. c) Scatter plot of facilitation recorded from the proximal end of a muscle versus that
recorded distally plotted on logarithmic axes. The unity line is drawn for comparison. Each
symbol shows data recorded from a separate animal.
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Facilitation of a Muscle Differs between Species
While little difference was observed between simultaneous recordings of a muscle (Fig.
3.3), much larger differences were seen in recordings from a given muscle taken from different
species. A clear example of this can be seen by comparing Libinia and Carcinus stretcher
muscles (Fig. 3.4). As all fibers of a stretcher muscle receive excitation only from a single motor
neuron (Wiersma, 1961), this allows for easy comparison across species. A typical recording
from a Libinia stretcher in response to 50Hz, 0.5s stimulation of the stretcher excitor is seen in
Fig. 4a. In Libinia, the first stimulus produces almost no response, but the muscle quickly
facilitates to subsequent stimuli (Fig. 3.4a). The FI is 4.2. The Carcinus stretcher, however,
shows a very different pattern. A single stimulus produced a larger initial response than Libinia
but very little enhancement after 50Hz stimulation (Fig. 3.4b). The FI is only 2.0.
Linear regressions of FI against stimulus frequency (Fig. 3.4c,d) show that these
differences between the muscles were consistent for all five Libinia studied and four of the five
Carcinus used. Stretcher muscles from Libinia (3.4c) exhibited more consistent facilitation across
animals (note the much higher correlation coefficient) as well as greater facilitation as seen by the
larger regression slope (p< 0.001) and adjusted mean FI (p< 0.001). In both species facilitation
was highly linearly correlated with stimulus frequency for individual animals (median r2=0.77 for
Libinia, r2=0.80 for Carcinus), but much greater variation exists between muscles from Carcinus
(3.4d). This variation is most evident from the animal indicated by the ▲, which facilitated
sharply from 1-40 Hz, but then depressed above 40Hz (data not shown).
As the same excitor innervates both the opener and stretcher (Wiersma, 1961), these two
muscles might be expected to have similar physiological properties. In actuality, the pattern of
the opener is the reverse of that of the stretcher. While the stretcher showed more facilitation in
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Libinia (Fig. 3.4), much more facilitation was seen in Carcinus openers than those of Libinia
(Fig. 5).

Figure 3.4. Facilitation differences in the stretcher muscles of Libinia and Carcinus. a,b)
Example responses from the muscles. Top trace is the stimulus and bottom trace is the EMG. The
shaded muscle in the cartoon leg at center shows the anatomical position of the muscle of
interest. While a larger response is seen from the first pulse of the train for the Carcinus, after
facilitating a much larger response was measured from the Libinia at the end of the stimulus. c,d)
Linear regressions of the amount of facilitation against the stimulus frequency for each muscle.
Scale bars for EMG traces are 0.1mV, 100ms.
Opener muscles from Carcinus (3.5d) showed much greater facilitation; both regression
slope (p<0.001) and adjusted mean FI (p=0.004) were significantly higher. The adjusted mean FI
of Carcinus was 3.41 compared to 2.23 in Libinia. As with the stretcher muscles, individual
animals showed highly linear relationships between stimulus frequency and opener facilitation
(median r2=0.80 for Libinia, median r2=0.78 for Carcinus), but the species differed in consistency
across animals. The Libinia (5c) that showed the steepest facilitation relationship showed
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depression above 30Hz (data not shown). This is similar to the steepest relationship from a
Carcinus stretcher.
Overall the stretcher muscle showed significantly more facilitation in Libinia and the
opener muscle showed clearly more in Carcinus. These muscles receive the same excitatory
innervation (Wiersma, 1961), but operate different joints.

Figure 3.5. Stimulation of the opener excitor produced greater facilitation in the opener of
Carcinus than in that of Libinia. The figure conventions are the same as in Fig. 3.4. a,b) Traces
from an opener muscle of a spider crab (a) and shore crab (b) in response to a 50Hz, 0.5s train of
stimulation. Both the average FI and regression slope of Libinia (c) are less than that recorded
from Carcinus (d). Scale bars for EMG traces are 0.1mV, 100ms.
Musculature of the Carpus and Propus
The bender and closer muscles antagonize the stretcher and opener muscles, respectively.
If there is a relationship between muscle use and its degree of facilitation, then these muscles
might be expected to match their antagonists. The pattern holds up; the spider crab exhibited
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significantly more facilitation in the bender and the shore crab significantly more facilitation in
the closer (Fig. 3.6).
Remarkable similarity was seen in the three Carcinus benders examined (Fig. 3.6b). Only
limited facilitation occurred, and in each animal facilitation ceased increasing at 100Hz, above
which the amount of enhancement decreased slightly and leveled off. The Libinia bender (Fig.
3.6a) was not quite as consistent between animals, but the overall facilitation was much greater.
Both the regression slope and adjusted mean FI were significantly larger in Libinia (p<0.001).
The adjusted mean FI for the Carcinus was 1.78, compared to 3.73 for Libinia. Further, the
populations had no overlap; all eight Libinia used showed a greater rate of facilitation than any of
the Carcinus.
Unlike the stretcher and opener muscles, the bender receives excitation from two motor
neurons, the fast (FBE) and slow (SBE) bender excitors (Wiersma and Ripley, 1952). All
recordings shown resulted from either stimulation of the SBE alone or both excitors together. In
experiments where the SBE and FBE were both stimulated, no increase in facilitation was seen
from isolated SBE stimulation.
Like the bender, the facilitation of the closer muscle was similar to that of its antagonist
(Fig. 3.6c,d). Shore crabs' closer muscles showed significantly more facilitation than those of
spider crabs (p=0.003), but the difference was not as pronounced as seen in the bender. The
adjusted mean FI was 3.61 for Carcinus versus 3.08 for Libinia.
The closer muscle is innervated by a fast (FCE) and slow (SCE) excitor (van Harreveld
and Wiersma, 1936). All closer muscles stimulated by the SCE showed facilitation at lower
frequencies, and in some cases it continued to increase up to 200Hz. Stimulation of the FCE
alone, however, produced depression in some muscles, and these data were excluded from
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analysis. The peak FI produced by the SCE, FCE, or conjoint excitation was higher in Carcinus,
so the differences seen were not a result of which excitor(s) was stimulated in recordings.
While recordings in freely walking Carcinus have shown they use SCE excitation almost
exclusively (Clarac et al., 1987), it is not known if Libinia use conjoint excitation of both excitors
during walking. As such, it was considered more prudent to include data from both excitors.

Figure 3.6. Linear regressions of FI against stimulus frequency in the bender (a,b) and closer
muscles (c,d). The bender muscle, which moves the leg in the direction of forward walking,
exhibited much greater facilitation in Libinia (a) than in Carcinus (b). Conversely the closer
muscle, which moves the leg in the sideways walking direction, exhibited greater facilitation in
the sideways walking Carcinus (d) than the forward walking Libinia (c).
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Musculature of the Merus
The flexor and extensor muscles housed in the merus operate the MC joint that moves the
leg in the mediolateral direction. These muscles would be expected to resemble the opener and
closer muscles operating the PD joint. The sideways walking Carcinus does show greater
facilitation in these muscles than does Libinia (Fig. 3.7). The differences in the flexors were
significant (p<0.001) in the slope of the facilitation-frequency relationship (3.7c, d). While the
Carcinus flexor shows a steady increase in facilitation with increased frequency, the highest
facilitation recorded from a Libinia flexor occurred in response to only 30Hz stimulation. This is
similar to the Carcinus stretcher and Libinia opener, which also showed individual crabs with
sharp low frequency facilitation (≤ 40 Hz) without increased facilitation at higher frequencies.
As was found previously in Carcinus (Parsons, 1982), it was not possible to consistently
separate and identify each of the four flexor excitors when stimulating. The data from both
species are therefore a combination of the three tonic excitors.
All extensor data (Fig. 3.7a, b) resulted from isolated stimulation of the slow extensor
excitor (SEE). There was a significant difference between the two species, but the differences are
not as large as for the rest of the distal musculature. The adjusted mean facilitation indices were
4.99 and 3.47, with Carcinus being the larger (p=0.01). The regression slopes (0.040 for Libinia
and 0.068 for Carcinus) show a steeper increase in FI for Carcinus (p=0.02).
Comparison of Muscle Direction versus Species
Data from all muscles studied were combined to examine overall differences between the
two species. Surprisingly, the data from both species overlap almost completely and were very
close in mean facilitation index and rate of increase (Fig. 3.8a). The adjusted means were 3.10 for
Libinia and 3.06 for Carcinus, and the regression slopes were 0.040 and 0.039, both far from
significantly different (p=0.64 for adjusted mean and p=0.76 for slope).
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Figure 3.7. Linear regressions of FI against stimulus frequency in the flexor (a) and extensor (b)
muscles. The MC joint is more active during sideways walking, and the MC flexor and extensor
muscles both facilitate more in the sideways walking shore crab. Adjusted mean FI for flexors of
Libinia and Carcinus were 2.47 and 3.05, respectively.
Dividing the data based on leg segment rather than species (Fig. 3.8b) shows that muscles
that move the leg in the direction of sideways walking showed slight differences in mean FI
(p=0.03) and facilitation rate (p=0.04). The muscles that operate joints in the direction of
sideways walking (those operating the MC and PD joints) produced slightly greater facilitation
than their forward direction counterparts. The adjusted means are 3.15 and 2.94, while the
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regression slopes were 0.042 and 0.036, with the values from the sideways direction greater in
both cases.
In contrast with these small differences, separating muscles by most common walking
usage produced a very robust discrepancy (Fig. 3.8c). The muscles that can act as a motor in the
animal's preferred walking direction, the sideways contracting muscles of Carcinus and the
forward contracting muscles of Libinia, exhibited much greater facilitation. The frequency was
more highly correlated with FI, and the slope of the frequency-facilitation relationship was much
higher. The differences in slope (0.059 versus 0.021) and mean FI (3.77 versus 2.48) were both
significant (p<0.001).
A comparison of the twelve muscles examined (six from each species) shows that
muscles that could be used as motors all show higher slopes than the six preferential struts (Fig.
3.8d). Within a species the comparisons across these categories are all significant (p<0.01), and
the only non significant comparison of 36 possible between the two groups lies between the
extensor of the spider crab and the closer muscle of the shore crab. The difference between these
two muscles produced a p-value of 0.12.
Facilitation Measured in Muscles Innervated by the Same Motor Neuron
Neuromuscular facilitation is determined by the Ca++ kinetics of the presynaptic terminals
(Zucker, 1999), and as such it might be presumed that the differences in facilitation shown here
reflect differences between the motor neurons. However, single neurons can differ in synaptic
dynamics between target muscles (Katz et al., 1993). Both stretcher and opener muscles only
receive excitatory input from the stretcher/opener excitor (SOE) (Wiersma, 1961), so
examination of these muscles allows a way to parse out differences in motor neuron from
differences due to the target muscle.
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Figure 3.8. There is little difference in average facilitation of the two species, but large
differences between muscles that move in the preferred walking direction and those that move
along orthogonal axes. a) Linear regressions of all data separated by species shows no difference
between Carcinus and Libinia. b) Separating data by which joints the muscles operate shows a
small but significant difference. c) Separating based on a combination of the species and muscle
segment a much more drastic difference appears. d) Regression slopes of each muscle. Striped
bars indicate muscles moving in the preferred walking direction and solid bars indicate muscles
moving in the orthogonal direction.
Data recorded simultaneously in the stretcher and opener muscles show that the
differences in facilitation do not depend solely on the motor neuron. Taking the difference in FI
between the muscles illustrates that terminals innervating the muscle that moves the leg in the
preferred walking direction facilitate more (Fig. 3.9). These differences directly correlated with
the stimulus frequency (median regression for an animal r2=0.61).
At low firing frequencies (≤40Hz) there is no difference between the muscles (p=0.42),
but as the firing rate increases to 50-80Hz the discrepancy in facilitation increases likewise
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(p<0.05). Above 80Hz the median is greater still (p<0.01). Above 80Hz, not a single stimulus
produced as much facilitation in the non-preferred direction muscle. The differences seen
between conjointly excited muscles support the description of neuromuscular facilitation being
tuned to the target muscle innervated and not simply a property of the motor neuron.

Figure 3.9. Simultaneous measurements of facilitation from muscles innervated by the same
motor neuron show that facilitation differences result from the target muscle not the motor
neuron. The FI recorded from the muscle moving the leg in the nonpreferred direction was
subtracted from the FI of the muscle moving the leg in the preferred direction. The different
frequency ranges compared are indicated by separate symbols in the graph.

Discussion
Facilitation Matched Walking Use for All Muscles
Each of the muscles studied differed significantly in facilitation between the two species
(Fig. 3.4-7); however, when data from all muscles were combined, both species show the same
amount of facilitation (3.8a). Although each muscle showed highly significant facilitation
differences between the species, all muscles combined showed virtually no difference, which
strongly suggests that the differences depend on more than just species. Since Carcinus walks
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preferentially sideways, while Libinia walks mainly forward (Schreiner, 2004), the muscles were
grouped by usage. Muscles of both species used predominantly as motors during walking showed
more facilitation than those used more often as struts.
Of the 36 possible comparisons between muscles used as motors and those used as struts,
only one failed to produce a significant difference in facilitation (3.8d). The only exception, the
Carcinus closer compared to the Libinia extensor, still followed the trend. Further, that the
Libinia extensor showed the greatest amount of facilitation of any of the muscles not moving the
leg in the preferred direction perhaps should not come as a surprise. Studies on the extensor
muscle of a forward walking crayfish found no poorly facilitating muscle fibers of the classic
postural type (Bradacs et al., 1997).
Expansion of Matching Principle to Whole Muscle
The matching of a presynaptic terminal's release properties with the postsynaptic fiber's
contractile properties, generally referred to as the “matching principle”, has been well established
(Fatt and Katz, 1953; Atwood, 1965; Atwood, 1976). A standard example of this principle is that
terminals showing synaptic depression innervate faster fibers to form “phasic units”, while
facilitating synapses innervate slowly contracting fibers to form “tonic units” (Millar and
Atwood, 2004). Rather than truly distinct groups, these examples are ends of a continuum that
has been divided into different groups to aid in description (Atwood, 1972). The differences seen
between facilitation in our data likely reflect differences in the percent of different fiber types
occurring in the muscle. More specifically the data seem to suggest differences in the relative
amount of two specific fiber types.
Past investigations on individual muscle fibers agree in the description of the fiber types,
albeit with different names. One fiber type, found to show the greatest facilitation without any
high frequency depression, was alternately referred to as type C (Atwood, 1963a), category B
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(Hoyle, 1967), group II (Rathmayer and Erxleben, 1983), or group B fibers (Günzel, et al. 1993).
In each case, the pre- and postsynaptic properties were highly similar. These fibers were found to
lie intermediate to the classic phasic or tonic fibers in sarcomere length, input resistance, and
contraction kinetics. Atwood (1976) suggested that these fibers are well suited for walking, and
Rathmayer and Erxleben (1983) found the sideways-walking crab Eriphia spinifrons used these
fibers exclusively at slow walking speeds.
The low facilitating muscles most likely have a larger number of postural muscle fibers.
Tonic fibers thought to be used for posture show higher unconditioned release, but facilitate less
(Atwood, 1963a; Rathmayer and Erxleben, 1983). These fibers were described consistently to
show low frequency facilitation, but above 30 Hz stimulation the response did not increase
further and often depressed. Referred to alternately as type B (Atwood, 1963a) or group I
(Rathmayer and Erxleben, 1983), these fibers showed both lower peak facilitation and the
slowest contraction kinetics. Their particularly slow relaxation led to the idea that these fibers are
used predominately for posture (Sherman and Atwood, 1972).
Unfortunately, no comparative studies were conducted on the relative number of different
fiber types between crustacean muscles with different walking demands; however, some
comparison can be made between studies of single muscles. In the closer muscles of sideways
walking crabs, Eriphia (Rathmayer and Erxleben, 1983) and Carcinus (Atwood, 1963a), most
fibers are of the highly facilitating variety. This matches the high facilitation recorded from
Carcinus. Forward walking crayfish, however, have a greater number of the less facilitating
fibers in the closer (Günzel et al., 1993), matching the lower facilitation from the forward
walking spider crab. Further, the recordings from the forward walking crayfish showed peak
facilitation of 20 fold (Günzel et al., 1993). The sideways walking Eriphia, however, showed
peak facilitation of 40 fold (Rathmayer and Erxleben, 1983).
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The research on individual synapses and their innervated muscle fibers established the
matching principle and suggested behavioral advantage of particular fiber types (Atwood, 1976).
Here we establish that the differences also hold for recordings of facilitation at the whole muscle
level. Muscles with a large range of motion during walking possess the same properties as fibers
thought to be best suited to walking. Muscles, however, that cycle less during walking, exhibit
the properties of fibers thought to be best suited for posture.
Facilitation May Aid in Temporal Filtering and Fiber Recruitment
If one accepts that the differences seen in facilitation are the product of muscles used as
motors having a high percentage of quickly relaxing muscle fibers innervated by high facilitating
terminals, it still leaves the question of why facilitation would be paired with muscle kinetics.
The answer we propose comes from the simplest of tautologies: higher frequencies mean shorter
times. If a muscle must change its movement over a given interval, then the neuron(s) controlling
that movement must change its release over the same time range. A neuron that releases much
more transmitter in response to 200Hz firing (5ms between action potentials) than it does at
100Hz (10ms) can change between these levels of release over very short periods. By
comparison, a terminal that only changes release between 1-30Hz (33-1000ms), requires tens or
hundreds of milliseconds before this difference in firing can be translated into a change in
neurotransmitter release.
What results is a system which allows slower postural fibers to be more sensitive to low
frequency changes in motoneuronal firing, and quicker locomotor fibers to be more sensitive to
high frequency changes in firing. The terminals that depress at high frequency firing would
decrease excitation at high frequencies, while the high facilitating terminals in the population
increase excitation. This difference would be of particular importance in instances where the
same motor neuron is used to excite the full range of postsynaptic fibers.
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For walking control one further aspect to this matching is used, whereby the less
facilitating fibers also are subject to greater inhibition (Atwood and Bittner, 1971; Wiens and
Atwood, 1975; Wiens et al., 1988). This allows for the slowest fibers to be selectively
deactivated, preventing slow relaxing fibers from creating unwanted tension that antagonist
muscles must overcome during locomotion (Atwood, 1973; Ballantyne and Rathmayer, 1981;
Demill and Delaney, 2005).
If a motor neuron fires at low frequencies (~10-20 Hz) without any activity of the
inhibitory neuron, then its presynaptic terminals with higher unconditioned release will activate
the slower postsynaptic fibers to which they are matched. At the same frequency, however, the
neuron's high facilitating terminals that have low unconditioned release will not activate their
postsynaptic fibers. As firing frequency of this motor neuron increases (≥ 50Hz), the subsequent
facilitation will cause greater release thereby recruiting the quicker postsynaptic fibers. At these
higher frequencies all muscle fibers would be active, but if an inhibitory neuron were to fire
simultaneously, then the slowest fibers could be prevented from developing any tension. This
combination of differences between unconditioned release, facilitation, and inhibition could be
sufficient for a nervous system to selectively recruit from a range of postsynaptic fibers with a
single excitatory neuron.
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Chapter 4
Relaxation Kinetics of Walking Muscles Are Correlated with
Stepping Frequencies during Normal Walking in Two Crab
Species
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Introduction
The production of behavior requires the coordination of central networks and appropriate
physiological and mechanical properties that transform the centrally generated firing pattern into
functional movement. Walking of decapod crustaceans has been used as a model system for
neuroethological investigations of behavioral production, with work focused on the interactions
between sensory inputs and central pattern generators providing the neural input to the walking
muscles (Chrachri and Clarac, 1987; Sillar et al., 1987; for review see Cattaert and Le Ray,
2000). There have been considerably fewer investigations into how the physiological properties
of the leg muscles might constrain the neural pattern.
While walking requires coordination across multiple joints and legs (Ayers and Davis,
1977), focusing on simple, clearly defined aspects of coordination allows for more likely
discovery of interaction between physiological properties and their behavioral significance.
Perhaps the simplest aspect of coordination during walking is the rhythmic motion of individual
joints produced by alternating bursts of antagonistic motor neurons. For prolonged alternation to
take place, a muscle must relax while the antagonistic muscle(s) produce tension. Otherwise,
maintained tension builds between the pair of antagonists with each cycle, eventually preventing
movement (Brezina et al., 2000b).
Theoretical work suggested that the time a muscle takes to relax should be similar to the
cycle period of the behavior for functional output (Brezina et al., 1997), and some systems
actively modulate muscle relaxation to match cycle frequency (Stern et al., 2007). Additionally,
comparisons across taxa reveal cycle periods of behavior to scale generally with muscle kinetics.
High frequency muscles, such as the tymbal muscle of the cicada, that function at frequencies
over 500Hz can relax fully in only a few milliseconds (Josephson and Young, 1985), while
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muscles producing slow behaviors, such as Aplysia feeding, can take several seconds to relax
(Morris and Hooper, 1997).
The cycling rate of joints during walking is essentially equivalent to the stepping
frequency of the leg as each joint typically flexes and extends once per step. The stepping
frequency during walking depends on many different factors including species (Schreiner, 2004),
animal size (Burrows and Hoyle, 1973; Schmidt-Nielsen, 1984) and walking direction (Ayers and
Clarac, 1978). Average stepping frequencies during the sideways walking of Carcinus maenas
(Clarac et al., 1987; Schreiner, 2004) are higher than those of the forward walking Libinia
emarginata (Schreiner, 2004; Vidal Gadea, 2008). The stepping frequencies of running ghost
crabs decrease linearly with animal size (Burrows and Hoyle, 1973).
While each leg joint cycles once per step, joints that provide postural support but not
propulsive force during walking can cycle less frequently and have a smaller range of motion
during walking (Ayers and Clarac, 1978; Sleinis and Silvey, 1980). Which joints have a more
postural role and which provide more active thrust depends on the walking direction of the
animal (Ayers and Clarac, 1978; Schreiner, 2004). Work showing that neuromuscular facilitation
differs between walking muscles based on which of these two categories a muscle belongs
suggested that the differences might also be accompanied by more muscle fibers with fast
contraction kinetics in muscles providing more thrust during walking (Chapter 3).
No studies addressed systematically if differences in stepping frequency match
differences in muscle kinetics. The present study uses two species of crabs that differ in walking
speed and direction to show that differences in species, animal mass, and preferred walking
direction are each correlated with differences in muscle relaxation kinetics.
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Methods
Animals and Dissection
All crabs were acquired from Marine Biological Laboratories (Woods Hole, MA). Of the
approximately 60 crabs were tested, half were shore crabs Carcinus maenas (28-75g, mean 43g,
median 42g) and half were spider crabs Libinia emarginata (13-191g, mean 93g, median 51g).
All recordings were taken from muscles distal to the plane of autotomy of the third and fourth
legs. Dissections and recording techniques were the same as described previously (Chapter 2).
The numbers of animals and muscles tested were as follows. Comparisons between
species included 28 Carcinus (2 extensor, 3 flexor, 5 bender, 3 stretcher, 10 closer, 5 opener) and
25 Libinia (3 extensor, 3 flexor, 2 bender, 3 stretcher, 11 closer, 3 opener). For a detailed
comparison of closer muscles either the slow closer excitor (SCE), fast closer excitor (FCE) or
both (S/FCE) were stimulated to induce contractions (see Chapter 2). For these comparisons, we
used 10 Carcinus (7 SCE, 2 FCE, 4 S/FCE) and 11 Libinia (8 SCE, 4 FCE, 5 S/FCE) with
recordings made, when possible, from stimulation of multiple neurons within an individual.
Comparisons based on animal mass were conducted with Libinia using 8 large animals (149191g, mean 171g) and 11 small animals (13-62g, mean 46g). Data for this experiment combined
recordings from multiple muscles with 3 extensor, 2 flexor, 2 stretcher, 5 closer, and 2 opener
from small animals and 2 flexor, 1 bender, 1 stretcher, and 4 closer from large animals.
Measurements and Statistics
Datapac software was used for all measurements as previously described (Chapter 2). After
exporting data from Datapac, SigmaPlot with SigmaStat integration was used for graphing and
statistics. Mann-Whitney tests were used for all comparisons of non-parametric values and t-tests
were used for comparisons of normally distributed values as indicated. Comparisons between
multiple joints were calculated with Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA on ranks with Dunn's
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method for pairwise comparisons (Glantz, 2005). Error values are given as one standard error
from the mean. In all figures, * indicates a p-value <0.05, and ** indicates a p-value <0.01.
Properties of muscle contraction measured included maximum rate of force production,
maximum relaxation rate, time from end of excitation to peak force, and times from peak force to
50% and 90% relaxation (Fig. 4.1A). It was not readily apparent how best to describe relaxation,
as the time course fell between an exponential and a linear decay, with slower muscles showing
greater linearity. In an exponential decay the rate is always steepest initially and then decreases
with time, but following peak force, walking muscles often relaxed slowly at first and then
increased to the maximum rate. Muscles with faster relaxation rates were more accurately
described by exponential decays than muscles with slower relaxation rates, but in no case did
regressions using only exponential decays precisely describe the data. To illustrate further, if the
relaxation fit an exponential decay then the 50% relaxation time would always be 69% of the
value calculated by dividing the peak force by the maximum relaxation rate, but in no muscle was
the 50% relaxation time this short.
Calculation of Time Constants
To simplify the comparisons between multiple muscles, we sought a single parameter to
describe muscle relaxation kinetics. I calculated time constants of relaxation from several
different timing measures to determine which produced the best descriptor. The time from peak
force to 50% relaxation, time from peak to 90% relaxation, time from 50%-90% relaxation, and
the maximum relaxation rate were all examined as possible measurements (Fig. 4.1B). When a
contraction was at peak force, some fibers were presumably still actively producing force while
others had already begun to relax, preventing the overall relaxation rate from starting at its
highest value. The time of peak force to 50% relaxation included this initial delay, causing
relaxation time constants (τ) calculated from this measure to be skewed to higher τ.
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Figure 4.1. Contraction properties measured included maximum rate of force production,
maximum relaxation rate, and times from peak force to 50% and 90% relaxation. A) Contraction
produced by a Carcinus closer (FCE) illustrates properties measured. Dashed green lines indicate
maximum rate of force production and maximum relaxation rates. Red lines show times from
peak force to 50% and 90% relaxation. B) Box plots of time constants calculated from four
different physiological measures show that calculations including the slow initial rate of
relaxation (50r) were higher, while calculations including the tail end of relaxation (90-50r, and
90r) produced lower values. Time constants calculated from the maximum relaxation rate
produced intermediate values. Data from Carcinus closer muscles.
Time constants calculated from the tail of the contraction (50% to 90% relaxation) should
be free from the confounding effect of some fibers relaxing while others continuing to produce
force, but these calculations were skewed to lower τ. In no muscle did use of this measure result
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in calculating a relaxation time constant as long as 1s, although in some muscles over 3s elapsed
between peak force and full relaxation. Time constants calculated from the time from peak force
to 90% relaxation were similarly skewed to shorter values. These measurements including the tail
end of the contraction were also more sensitive to changes in joint position (below). Calculations
based on maximum relaxation rate had the highest within muscle consistency and also
consistently yielded values between those incorporating either the initial delay near peak force or
the tail beyond 50% relaxation.
As maximum relaxation rate was a consistent measure and robust to differences in joint
angle (see Fig. 4.3), relaxation time constants were calculated from maximum relaxation rate.
This calculation consisted of dividing the peak force of a contraction by the maximum relaxation
rate of that contraction.
relax τ = peak force/maximum relaxation rate.
For consistency, the contraction τ were likewise calculated from the maximum rate of
force production.
contract τ = peak force/maximum rate of force production.

Results
Maximum Relaxation Rates Were More Consistent than Relaxation Times
While the time course of relaxation was not strictly exponential, the maximum relaxation
rates for individual muscles consistently scaled linearly with peak force, as reported previously
(Chapter 2). For all muscles studied, the peak force-maximum relaxation rate relationship
produced a median r2 value of 0.98. For Carcinus, each of the six muscles studied had mean
r2≥0.97, while the regressions for Libinia were only slightly lower with the stretcher muscle
showing the weakest average relationship (r2=0.93). The relaxation duration, however, was more
loosely related to the peak contraction force (Fig. 4.2). The time from peak to 50% relaxation was
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neither consistent across contraction forces nor strictly dependent on the peak force. The time
from peak force to 90% relaxation was less consistent than the time to 50% relaxation (data not
shown).

Figure 4.2. Maximum relaxation rates were more consistent within muscles than relaxation
times. Data from six Carcinus closers (SCE excitation) show that the maximum relaxation rate
scaled linearly with peak force (A), but the time to 50% relaxation (B) was neither constant nor
strictly peak force dependent. All regressions in A had r2 values ≥0.99, all regressions in B had
r2=0.10-0.43. (A) adapted from Chapter 2.
Relaxation Rates Were Independent of Muscle Length
Relaxation rates of crustacean muscle can be greatly altered by muscle length (Stokes and
Josephson, 1994). For our recordings, I held joints in the middle of their functional range
(approximately 110° for the merocarpodite (MC) and propodactylus (PD) joints and 180° for the
carpopodite (CP) joint), but neither joint angle nor muscle length were measured explicitly. As
such, it was important to ensure that small variations in muscle length that occurred between
experiments did not alter the relaxation rates measured. For this comparison, joint angle was
changed well beyond the ranges used in other experiments (~30° rotation from normal position),
while contractions were monitored for any resultant changes. Increases in muscle length
produced more forceful contractions, but did not alter the relaxation timing (Fig. 4.3). Changes
occurred at the end of contractions (time to 90% relaxation), but the time to 50% relaxation
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remained less changed, and the relationship between peak force and maximum relaxation rate
was almost entirely unaffected. The range of joint angles used for these experiments was beyond
the range found in any variability between the other experiments, but the differences in relaxation
rates produced by changing muscle length did not exceed 10%, compared to differences up to 10fold found between muscles.

Figure 4.3. Peak force increased with muscle length, but relaxation rates were maintained. A)
Contractions from Libinia closer (1s, 30Hz bursts of S/FCE stimulation) show that lengthening
the muscle by manually extending the propo-dactyl joint (PD) increased contraction force, and
shortening the muscle by flexing PD decreased contraction force. The joint angles of the short,
intermediate, and long lengths were approximately 90°, 115°, and 135° respectively. B)
Normalizing contractions to percent of peak force shows that the time course of relaxation was
maintained.
Contractions of Closer Muscle Were Slower in Libinia
To determine if differences in contraction times depended on either species studied or
motor neuron excited, a detailed examination was made of closer muscle contractions of both
species. While the duration of force production depends on the stimulus duration, both the
maximum rate of force production and the time course of relaxation following stimulation were
independent of the stimulus burst duration. The motor neurons of both species were stimulated
with the same mean burst durations (p>0.50), and there was no bias to higher relaxation τ with
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longer stimulation bursts (stimulus duration vs. relaxation τ relationships r2=0.00-0.10, with
median r2=0.02).
Contractions of Libinia closer muscles produced by excitation of SCE, FCE, or S/FCE
were each slower than the corresponding contractions of Carcinus closers (Fig. 4.4). While
contractions produced by FCE stimulation were of shorter duration than contractions resulting
from SCE or S/FCE stimulation in both species, the differences in these responses were greater in
Libinia. Contractions produced by FCE stimulation in Carcinus were of shorter duration than
those produced by the same muscle from equivalent SCE stimulation (Fig. 4.4A). When
selectively stimulating the SCE or FCE motor neuron of a Libinia, the closer contractions had a
larger difference in contraction times (Fig. 4.4A, right). For Carcinus the difference between
90% relaxation time of closer contractions produced by SCE vs. FCE excitation was 1.9 fold,
while the same change in Libinia closer muscles was 2.6 fold.
In addition to time of maintained tension following excitation, a significant difference
was found between the time constants of force production for contractions produced by isolated
SCE stimulation (Fig. 4.4B). All measures of contraction time — time constants of force
production and relaxation, time from end of excitation to peak force, and times from peak force
to 50% and 90% relaxation — were shorter for closer contractions of Carcinus (p<0.001 for
each). The same pattern held for contractions produced by simultaneous stimulation of the SCE
and FCE motor neurons (S/FCE). Each comparison of contraction time was shorter for Carcinus
than for Libinia (p<0.001).
While contractions produced by stimulation of the FCE motor neuron were quicker than
those produced by the SCE alone or S/FCE combined stimulation, FCE excited contractions of
Libinia closer muscles were still slower than FCE excited contractions of Carcinus. The time
constant of force production (p=0.02), relaxation time constant (p<0.001), and times to 50% and
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90% relaxation (p<0.001) were all shorter in Carcinus, but there was no difference in time from
the end of excitation to reaching peak force (p=0.34).

Figure 4.4. Carcinus closer muscles produced contractions with faster kinetics than those of
Libinia, independent of which motor neuron(s) excited the contraction. A) Contractions produced
by stimulation of the FCE motor neuron were faster than those produced by SCE stimulation in
the same animal. The traces are aligned so that the stimulus bursts began at the same time (black
bar shows burst period), but FCE contractions began and ended more quickly. B) Bar graphs of
all closer muscles show that whether contractions were produced by stimulating the SCE (left),
S/FCE (right), or FCE motor neuron(s) contractions were slower in Libinia closer muscles.
Mann-Whitney U statistics used for all data comparisons.
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Species Differed in Time Course of Contraction
The occurrence of timing differences across different motor neurons for closer
contractions (Fig. 4.4) suggested that there might be an intrinsic difference in the walking
muscles of the two species. When comparing contractions produced by each of the walking
muscles, Libinia produced contractions that maintained force for longer periods (Fig. 4.5).
Stimulus bursts of a given duration consistently produced longer contractions from muscles of
Libinia. Example extensor contractions produced by excitation to the slow extensor excitor (SEE)
motor neuron show the slower relaxation rate and longer relaxation time of the Libinia (Fig.
4.5A). As contractions of all six walking muscles studied had briefer periods of maintained
tension in Carcinus, data were pooled for each species (Fig. 4.5B). The Carcinus muscles had
significantly shorter time constants of force production (p=0.025), as well as each measure of
maintained force following the end of stimulation. The time from the end of excitation to
reaching peak force (p=0.007), the time from peak force to 50% relaxation (p=0.003), and the
relaxation time constant (p<0.001) were all significantly shorter for the Carcinus muscles.
Contraction Timing of Carcinus Muscles Reflected Preferred Walking Direction
During sideways walking the PD and MC move in a plane that provides thrust to a
sideways walking animal, while the CP moves in an orthogonal plane (Ayers and Clarac, 1978;
Schreiner, 2004). These differences in joint use also correspond with differences in facilitation,
leading to the hypothesis that the direction of a joint’s movement may influence the relative
number of fast or slow muscle fibers in the muscle operating the joint (Chapter 3). When
comparing the muscles that operate these joints in the sideways walking Carcinus, I found that
the muscles operating the CP joint had longer relaxation periods than those operating either MC
or PD (Fig. 4.6). These differences in muscle kinetics were not attributable to differences in
animal size, as mean mass of animals was the same (p=0.82). Data were limited to contractions
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produced by stimulation of only slow excitors to remove differences attributable to the type of
motor neuron stimulated. The PD and MC had shorter times to 50% relaxation and lower
relaxation τ than CP (p<0.05). The median time to 90% relaxation was 930ms for CP, which was
longer (p<0.05) than both PD (660ms) and MC (580ms).

Figure 4.5. Contractions of walking muscle relax more quickly in Carcinus than Libinia. A)
Representative muscle contractions of the extensor muscle (SEE excitation) produced by 0.5s
burst reveals longer period of maintained force in the Libinia muscle. Solid black bar indicates
period of stimulus burst. B) Bar graph including data from six walking muscles shows a
significantly shorter time constant of force production (contract τ), delay from end of excitation
to peak force (peak delay), relaxation time constant (relax τ), and time from peak force to 50%
relaxation (50r) in the Carcinus walking muscles.
Walking Muscles of Larger Libinia Relaxed More Slowly
As larger animals often cycle their legs less frequently during walking (Burrows and
Hoyle, 1973; Schmidt-Nielsen, 1984), larger animals might also have more slowly relaxing
muscles. Using Libinia ranging in size from 13 to 191g, I found that increased animal mass was
accompanied by longer periods of maintained force following the end of excitation (Fig. 4.7).
The closer muscle of a large animal (149g) developed force at the same rate as a closer muscle
from a smaller one (50g), but after excitation ended the relaxation of force in the large animal
was more prolonged (Fig. 4.7A). The same pattern occurred across the walking muscles of
Libinia. While larger animals were similar in time constant of force production (p=0.43), they
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had significantly shorter relaxation time constants (p=0.03). Additionally, the time from peak
force to 50% relaxation (p=0.02) and 90% relaxation (p=0.04) were shorter for the smaller
animals (Fig. 4.7b). Contractions produced by larger animals took approximately a third longer to
relax after reaching peak force than their smaller counterparts (32% longer time to 90%
relaxation, 41% longer time to 50% relaxation, and 35% longer relaxation τ).

Figure 4.6. Contraction kinetics of Carcinus muscles differ based on the joint they operate. The
bender and stretcher muscles that operate the carpo-propodite (CP) joint relax more slowly than
muscles operating either the mero-carpodite (MC) or propo-dactylus (PD) joints. Only
contractions produced by stimulation of slow excitors were used in comparison. Data for muscles
operating CP joint from 9 animals, MC data from 4 animals, and PD data from 11 animals.
Comparisons of each contraction measurement made with one-way ANOVA on ranks.

Discussion
All muscles studied exhibited relaxation kinetics with a time course best fit by regressions
between linear and exponential, with contractions of slower muscles showing greater linearity
and faster muscle contractions fitting an exponential decay more closely. A muscle fiber's
relaxation time course depends primarily on removal of Ca++ from the myoplasm, but the
relaxation of the entire muscle depends on the combination of many different fibers that span a
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wide range of individual relaxation kinetics (Hoyle, 1983). The combination of fiber types can
produce overall relaxation courses that are more linear (Inbar and Ginat 1983) or composed of
distinct faster and slower components. The pattern of slow arthropod muscles exhibiting more
linear relaxation was seen previously in the pyloric dilator muscle (Morris and Hooper, 2000).

Figure 4.7. Walking muscles of larger Libinia produced slower contractions. A) A contraction
produced by the closer muscle of a large Libinia shows longer relaxation time than a contraction
from the closer of a smaller animal. Both contractions resulted by stimulation of the SCE motor
neuron, with 0.5s bar indicated burst period. B) Although larger and small animals had similar
rates of force production, larger animals continued to maintain force for longer following
excitation. The time from end of excitation to peak force, time from peak force to 50% relaxation,
and relaxation time constant were all slower for the larger animals.
Comparisons of contractions produced by stimulation of the fast and slow closer excitors
revealed that while in both species FCE stimulation produced faster contractions than did SCE
stimulation, the difference in kinetics was greater for closer contractions of Libinia (Fig. 4.4).
This difference could result from a broader range of muscle fiber types or from an increased
percentage of slower fibers within Libinia closers. Both species, however, showed relatively
small differences between responses produced by the two motor neurons compared with data
from other brachyurans. The exceptionally fast ghost crab produces SCE stimulated contractions
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that relax five times more slowly than contractions produced by FCE stimulation (Burrows and
Hoyle, 1973), roughly twice the difference seen in either Libinia or Carcinus.
Whether contractions were produced by stimulation of the SCE, FCE, or both, all
equivalent stimulations produced contractions that had longer periods of maintained tension in
closers of Libinia. After examination of the other distal muscles, I found that this difference
between species held for each of the distal muscles. Pooling the data within each species revealed
a 55% longer average relaxation τ for muscles of Libinia (Fig. 4.5). Walking in water, Carcinus
exhibit mean stepping periods of approximately 0.6s (Clarac et al., 1987) while the mean period
for Libinia walking in water is 1.2s (Vidal Gadea, 2008). The difference in stepping rates
between the species matches their differences in kinetics of walking muscles. As joints must
cycle more quickly in the faster walking Carcinus, antagonistic muscles have briefer periods to
produce force and then relax to avoid building excess tension.
The relationship between cycle frequency and muscle relaxation can also be seen in other
species. Ghost crab leg muscles cycle more quickly during walking than do those of Carcinus,
with stepping frequencies ranging from 5-25Hz (Burrows and Hoyle, 1973). Contractions of the
extensor, flexor and closer muscles of the ghost crab can all reach full relaxation within 300ms
(Burrows and Hoyle, 1973) while no muscle of Carcinus reached full relaxation so quickly, and
those of Libinia all required over 500ms to relax fully. Tymbal muscles that cycle many times
faster than walking muscles, with frequencies exceeding 500Hz, exhibit relaxation kinetics that
are likewise many times shorter (50% relaxation within 2ms) (Josephson and Young, 1985).
Joints that move in the same plane as a crab's primary walking direction have greater
ranges of motion (Sleinis and Silvey, 1980; Vidal-Gadea et al., 2008). Investigation of the MC
joint revealed that while walking sideways the joint cycled over an excursion angle twice that of
forwards walking (Ayers and Clarac, 1978). These differences in joint function also correspond
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to differences in neuromuscular facilitation (Chapter 3). Here, I've further expanded the
distinction between muscles which operate joints providing thrust during walking and those
operating joints filling a more postural role by showing that the more postural muscles have
slower relaxation kinetics (Fig. 4.6).
In addition to differences found between species and between joints, the same muscles of
the same species differ in relaxation kinetics between animals of different mass (Fig. 4.7).
While rates of force production were the same for muscles of large and small Libinia, walking
muscles of smaller animals had briefer periods of maintained tension following stimulation. Crab
leg muscles increase in diameter and mitochondrial content as the crabs grow (Boyle et al.,
2003). Larger crabs have lower stepping frequencies (Burrows and Hoyle, 1973), as is the case
for larger animals in general (Schmidt-Nielsen, 1984). The higher cycle frequencies of smaller
animals allow for shorter time periods for a walking muscle to relax without excessive
antagonistic tension developing. For vertebrate locomotor muscles, twitch duration increases with
mass in fish (Archer et al. 1990; Altringham and Johnston, 1990), lizards (Johnson et al., 1993)
and amphibians (Bennett et al. 1989).
In all comparisons made (between species, between joints, and between masses), muscles
that cycle either more slowly or over a smaller excursion during normal walking exhibit longer
periods of maintained tension following excitatory stimulation. This pervasive correlation is best
interpreted as indicating that each muscle differs in fiber type composition to reflect the most
common behavioral demands of the muscle. All leg muscles must function over a wide range of
time scales from slow postural changes while maintaining stance to fast changes in running or
very fast walking; thus, all muscles must have a corresponding array of different fiber types
within the muscle. Rome et al. (1988) suggest that the need for different fiber types within a
muscle arises from increased efficiency produced by using fibers with the appropriate maximum
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shortening velocity (Vmax) for the behavioral movement. Efficient movement production can also
be increased by the elastic properties of the leg (Alexander, 1988; Full, 1997), minimizing joint
movement to decrease the work requirement or adjusting walking speed (Alexander, 1991).
The present data support the hypothesis from vertebrate muscle (Rome and Lindstedt,
1997) and theoretical work (Brezina et al., 2000b) that a balance must be struck between having
muscles that relax quick enough to prevent escalation of antagonist tension and having muscles
that produce force with greater energy efficiency. Quicker movements mean more frequent
crossbridge cycling and Ca++ mobilization which both have energy costs. So a given muscle is
composed of fibers that are fast enough to allow continued alternation of joints, but no faster to
maintain efficiency. As walking behavior is a central function of these muscles, the cycling rate
during walking could determine the overall composite kinetics of the muscle; most fibers
composing the muscle could be expected to be those best suited for walking behavior.
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Chapter 5
Temporal Filtering Properties Allow a Muscle Innervated by
a Single Excitatory Motor Neuron to Form Many Functional
Motor Units within Decapod Walking Muscles
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One of the central aspects of the transform between neuronal firing and resultant
movement is the temporal filtering of the neuromuscular transform, or NMT (Brezina et al.,
2000a,b; Morris et al., 2000; Hooper et al., 2007). Efficient, behavior requires that motor units
with appropriate temporal filtering produce the movements involved (Rome et al., 1988; Brezina
et al., 2000b). To investigate how aspects of the neuromuscular physiology of crab walking legs
described in Chapters 2-4 affect their temporal filtering properties, and the potential role this
filtering has in the motor control of walking, I created mathematical models of the neuromuscular
system. These models address the hypothesis that the particular temporal filtering properties of
the synaptic terminals and muscle fibers allow a muscle with a single excitatory motor neuron to
selectively activate many different "functional motor units."

Introduction
While the most visible property of a muscle fiber may be its contraction rate, in
crustacean leg muscles, the contraction rate is paired with many other attributes (Atwood, 1976).
High membrane resistance, long time constant of postsynaptic potentials (Atwood, 1963), and
high GABA sensitivity (Atwood, 1965) are each paired with slow tension rates. These muscle
fiber properties are further matched with those of the presynaptic terminals innervating them,
with the faster contracting fibers innervated by the greater facilitating synaptic terminals
(Atwood, 1965). These high facilitating terminals release a small percentage of the readily
releasable pool (RRP) at low frequencies (Atwood, 1967a) and have less presynaptic inhibition
(Atwood, 1967b) in addition to the high peak facilitation (Sherman and Atwood, 1972).
The physiological properties of both presynaptic terminals and muscle fibers span a
continuum (Atwood, 1972; Millar and Atwood, 2004). At one end of the spectrum are terminals
that release more transmitter at low frequencies, reach peak facilitation at moderate firing
frequencies (20-40 Hz) and innervate postsynaptic fibers with the slowest kinetics (Atwood,
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1963; Hoyle, 1967; Sherman and Atwood, 1972). These tonic fibers, thought to be used for
posture, show high unconditioned release with less facilitation, and above 40 Hz stimulation the
response does not increase further and often depresses (Atwood, 1963; Rathmayer and Erxleben,
1983).
The other end of the continuum typically releases less transmitter at low frequencies, but
shows greater overall facilitation and facilitates at high frequencies (≥ 100Hz) with no high
frequency depression (Atwood, 1963; Hoyle, 1967; Rathmayer and Erxleben, 1983; Günzel et al.,
1993). These terminals synapse onto postsynaptic fibers with faster kinetics than the slowest
tonic fibers (Atwood, 1963; Rathmayer and Erxleben, 1983).
Inhibition can occur postsynaptically preventing electrically excited responses or
presynaptically preventing transmitter release. Postsynaptic inhibition is more widespread than
presynaptic inhibition (Atwood, 1967b). Slow muscle fibers are more sensitive to the inhibitory
transmitter (Atwood, 1965) and presynaptic inhibition is more common on the low facilitating
synaptic terminals innervating these fibers (Atwood, 1967b; Atwood and Bittner, 1971; Wiens
and Atwood, 1975; Wiens et al., 1988)). The slowest fibers usually receive stronger innervation
from the common inhibitory neuron (CI) (Atwood and Bittner, 1971; Wiens et al., 1988) that
innervates all the walking muscles (Rathmayer and Bevengut, 1986).
Models of neural control of arthropod muscle tend to either use steady-state output
reached after a period of consistent neural firing (Brezina et al., 2000a,b) or leave out synaptic
plasticity and other history dependent effects (Morris and Hooper, 1997). Short-term synaptic
enhancement, including facilitation and augmentation, appears conserved across taxa, differing
only in the particular time constants (Fisher et al., 1997). The synaptic plasticity of decapod
motor neurons (Millar and Atwood, 2004) and the high variability in the patterns of neural firing
between steps (Evoy and Fourtner, 1973; Clarac et. al. 1987), makes a model of motor output of
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decapod walking muscles most beneficial; however, if the model accounts for instantaneous
changes in the spiking pattern and their activity dependent effects.

Methods
Force Production Model
For modeling force production of crab walking muscles, I created a non-steady state
model including short-term synaptic plasticity based on a motor neuron's instantaneous spike
pattern (see Appendix II for MATLAB skeleton code). The instantaneous spiking model included
pre- and post-synaptic calcium concentrations, transmitter release, and rates of force production
and relaxation time course (Fig. 5.1).
The model processed a given neural firing pattern with one millisecond iterations. If
during that millisecond the neuron produced an action potential (AP), then there was a fixed
instantaneous influx of presynaptic Ca++. Activity dependent synaptic changes can occur despite
the spike-evoked calcium influx remaining fixed (Awatramani et al., 2005). This influx produced
synaptic calcium levels that increased linearly with the neural firing frequency, which is the case
for both phasic and tonic synaptic terminals of decapod leg muscles (Msghina et al., 1999).
Presynaptic Ca++ concentrations decay exponentially with fast (tens of milliseconds) and
slow (hundreds of milliseconds) components (Delaney and Tank, 1994; Fisher et al., 1997;
Zucker, 1999). Facilitation results from residual presynaptic Ca++ remaining in the synaptic
terminal (Katz and Miledi, 1968; Zucker and Regehr, 2002). As such, I used a Ca++ efflux based
on an exponential decay with fast (10-25ms) and slow (200-400ms) components:
new_Ca=0.5*Cr_peak*(exp(τ_f1*t^1.3))+0.5*Cr_peak*(exp(τ_f2*t)).
The instantaneous synaptic calcium level (new_Ca) was calculated from the peak calcium
level reached from the most recent AP (Cr_peak) and two exponential time constants (τ_f1 and
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τ_f2) with time since the last AP in seconds (t). The facilitation index (Fac) for the model was
measured by the new_Ca level at the time of the next AP.
Augmentation depends on residual presynaptic Ca++ through a second messenger (Zucker,
1999), and Zucker and Regehr (2002) showed that it can be modeled with a slow (1-10s)
exponential decay constant. I determined augmentation (Aug) by applying a slow (3-8s)
exponential decay (τ_a) following presynaptic calcium influx:
Aug=aug_peak*(exp(τ_a*t)).
Augmentation may also require previous facilitation before enhancing release (Stein et al.,
2006). Preceding sufficient facilitation, aug_peak was set to zero, so at low levels of activity
there was no influence of augmentation on vesicle release.
If neural firing continues at sufficiently high frequency, a depletion of the vesicle pool
produces short-term depression of transmitter release (Dittman and Regehr, 1998). I created a
readily releasable vesicle pool (RRP) based on a maximum pool volume with depletion following
each AP. The pool was continuously refilled at a rate based on a combination of the residual Ca++
level plus a linear constant, because increased presynaptic activity increases the rate of vesicle
mobilization (Stevens and Wesseling, 1998; Wang and Kaczmarek, 1998; Bykhovskaia et al.,
2004) due to an increase in the presynaptic Ca++ level (Dittman and Regehr, 1998).
RRPrate=rrp_val1*drive+rrp_val2.
The rrp_val1 and rrp_val2 were both constants and drive was the combined effect of
facilitation and augmentation. If successive APs continued at sufficiently high frequency,
depletion of the vesicle pool produced short-term depression, limiting transmitter release.
As facilitation, augmentation, and size of the readily releasable vesicle pool can combine
to determine the amount of transmitter released following each AP (Fischer et al., 1997; Zucker,
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Figure 5.1. The model construction includes the levels of presynaptic calcium, the amount of
transmitter released, the postsynaptic calcium and the muscle force. The instantaneous firing
pattern was used to determine the presynaptic Ca++ level (A), which in turned determined the
amount of transmitter released (B). C) The myoplasmic Ca++ level resulted from the pattern of
transmitter release, and the muscle force was based on the myoplasmic calcium (D).
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1999), the values of the Fac, Aug and RRP variables following each AP each were used to
calculate the level of transmitter release (rel).
Following each AP, an instantaneous calcium influx determined by the current rel value
occurred throughout the muscle. Following the influx, myoplasmic Ca++ also decayed with a twocomponent time course:
post_ca=0.5*ca_plateau*(exp(τ_r1*t^(1.3)))+0.5*ca_plateau*(exp(τ_r2*(t^1.4))).
The new myoplasmic calcium level (post_ca) was calculated from the level reached by
the following the last influx (ca_plateau) and two exponential decays with time constants (τ_r1
and τ_r2). In addition to the instantaneous influx and exponential decay, a governor limited the
peak rate for calcium influx and efflux into and out of the muscle. A sigmoidal transform of this
filtered calcium level (norm_ca) was used to determine the force level approached by the muscle
(F), with a constant (pk_ca) setting the maximum force of the muscle:
F=pk_ca*(1/(1+exp(1.5-norm_ca))-0.182425).
Finally, an inertial resistance was added to the rate of change for the force level (F) to
contribute some elasticity of the muscle. After this resistance, the instantaneous force level was
determined by the mean F of a preceding time period set by an inertial time period (mv_time).
Model Parameters
The amount of calcium influx, the time constants of calcium efflux, the maximum size
and rates of the readily releasable pool, the force production transform and the muscle resistance
were all calibrated to create three unique sets of parameters (Table 1). The values of these
parameters were set to produce outputs spanning the range of physiological data collected from
brachyuran walking muscles (see Chapters 2-4). The result was the production of three motor
units, a "slow", a "fast", and an "intermediate" unit. The slower unit had increased calcium influx,
slower calcium extrusion rates, a smaller RRP, and increased resistance to changes in force.
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Table 5.1. Parameter values used in each motor unit of the force production model.
Parameter
τ_f1
τ_f2
τ_a
RRP
rrp_val1
rrp_val2
τ_r1
τ_r2
mv_time

Description
Slow Intermediate
Fast facilitation decay
23
17
Slow facilitation decay
333
250
Augmentation decay
6.5
4
Max vesicle volume
350
400
++
RRP rate constant (Ca )
0.05
0.12
RRP rate constant (linear) 0.7
5
++
Slow muscle Ca decay
500
250
++
Fast muscle Ca decay
170
33
Muscle inertia time
400
300

Fast
12.5
250
3.3
500
0.8
10
100
25
100

Units
ms
ms
s
vesicles
vesicle/ms
vesicle/ms
ms
ms
ms

Muscle Recruitment Model
I also designed a simpler model in AnimatLab containing only the presynaptic attributes
of unconditioned release, facilitation, and strength of inhibition to see if they were sufficient to
allow selective recruitment. This muscle recruitment model consisted of ten muscles innervated
by the same excitatory (EMN) and inhibitory (CI) motor neurons (Fig. 5.2). For each muscle, a
unique synaptic transform was used between neuron and muscle. Transforms for muscle 1 had
the highest unconditioned release, least facilitation, and greatest strength of inhibition. All three
variables increased linearly from muscle 1 to muscle 10. The muscles each had identical
postsynaptic kinetics.
Muscle 1 facilitated with increased firing frequency from 0.1 to 20 Hz and maintained a
constant release level at all frequencies above 20Hz without depression. Muscle 10 facilitated as
firing increased from 40-200Hz, also with no depression. Both the low frequency beneath which
no transmitter was released (0.1-40 Hz) and the high frequency above which no further
facilitation occurred (20-200 Hz) were scaled linearly across the ten excitatory transforms. For
the inhibitory transforms, no frequency cutoffs were used, and instead a simple linear relationship
between firing frequency and transmitter release was used across all frequencies. The inhibitory
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transforms spanned a ten-fold difference in relationship between firing frequency and resultant
inhibition with muscle 1 having the steepest CI frequency-inhibition strength relationship.

Fig 5.2. Schematic of muscle recruitment model. Ten muscles (indicated by hinges labeled 1-10)
were innervated by the same excitatory (EMN) and inhibitory (CI) motor neuron. While the same
firing pattern innervated each muscle, the transform between neuron and muscle (1i-10i for
inhibitor and 1e-10e for excitor) was different for each. Transforms to the left side were based on
higher unconditioned release, less facilitation, and greater strength of inhibition. All three
variables increased linearly from muscle 1 to muscle 10.

Results
Force Production Model
Output of the force production model matched the physiological data across a wide range
of measurements from synaptic enhancement to contraction kinetics (Fig. 5.3). In both the
experimental and modeling data, the firing frequency of the motor neuron determined many
aspects of the motor output, including facilitation index, delay to contraction initiation (Fig.
5.3B), peak rate of force production (Fig. 5.3C), and force produced per AP. Each of these
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measurements was fundamentally the same between physiological experiments and the force
production model, although the firing frequency-force per AP relationship was more linear in the
model. Predictably, the experimental data also had greater variability than that produced by the
model.
In addition to the aspects of muscle kinetics determined by firing frequency, the increase
in force per AP with increased facilitation that was produced by the force production model
matched the relationship seen in walking muscles (Fig. 5.3A). Likewise, the increases in peak
contraction force with increasing stimulus number and burst duration were also recreated by the
model as is apparent from the relationship between AP frequency, burst duration and peak force
(Fig. 5.3E). As all experimental values presented in Figure 5.3 resulted from constant frequency
stimulation (see Chapter 2), only constant frequency bursts were used in analysis of the model for
these parameters.
A fundamental goal of the force production model was to accurately reproduce force
production with variability in instantaneous frequency, so it was important to also compare the
model with muscle contractions produced by non-constant firing frequencies (Fig. 5.4A). When
walking muscles were stimulated by bursts of stimulation that started with low frequencies and
then continued with higher frequencies, greater peak force was reached than with a constant
frequency burst of the same duration and total number of APs. Stimulation bursts that began with
high frequency firing and then switched to a lower frequency produced an increase in the width
of contraction (Fig. 5.4A; see Chapter 2 for more complete description of experimental data).
Each of these differences was also seen in the data produced from the force production model
(Fig. 5.4B). In both experimental and model results, short-term changes in the stimulus pattern
produced more pronounced effects in muscles with faster kinetics (Fig. 5.4). The contractions of
the faster muscles were more spike pattern dependent at these firing frequencies.
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Figure 5.3. The force production model matched the physiological data across many parameters.
The left panel contains physiological data from walking muscles (adapted from Chapter 2) and
the right panel contains the output of the force production model using intermediate parameters.
The relationships between facilitation and force per AP (A), interstimulus interval and
contraction delay (B), AP frequency and peak rate of force production (C), and peak force and
peak relaxation rate (D) were all fundamentally similar between both experimental and model
data. Likewise the interaction of AP frequency and burst duration with peak contraction force (E)
matched data from walking muscles.
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It might be the case that the increased effect of changes in short-term firing pattern on
faster motor units seen in both experimental and modeling results (Fig. 5.4) is not due to
contractions of faster muscles being inherently more pattern-dependent. Instead it could be the
case that faster muscles are more sensitive only to higher frequency changes in the neural firing
pattern, and that slow muscles would appear more pattern-dependent when low frequency
modulation of firing frequency occurred.

Figure 5.4. Both physiological and modeling data show that slower muscles produce contractions
less dependent on short-term changes in the temporal spiking pattern. A) Contractions of a
Carcinus bender produced by stimulus trains with constant firing frequency were markedly
different than contractions produced by stimulus bursts with equal stimuli at uneven firing
frequencies (top), but contractions of a Libinia with much slower relaxation were similar despite
changes in stimulus pattern (bottom). B) These differences in dependence on short-term changes
in the firing pattern were recreated by the force production model, with fast muscle parameters
(top) showing much greater changes in response to short-term changes in firing pattern than slow
muscle parameters (bottom).
To test if faster muscles were more sensitive to high frequency neural firing, while slower
muscles were more sensitive to low frequency firing, I used a firing pattern with brief high
frequency bursts imbedded in a tonic low frequency train (Fig. 5.5). The fast unit produced
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almost no force in response to the low frequency (14 Hz) tonic activity, but produced quick,
forceful contractions in response to the high frequency (141 Hz) bursts. The slower unit however,
produced maintained tension for the duration of the tonic activity and showed comparatively
minor changes in tension level in response to the high frequency bursts. Instead of characterizing
the slow unit as less pattern-dependent (Brezina et al. 2000a) or more spike-number dependent
(Morris and Hooper, 1997) than the fast unit, it would be more accurate to describe them as more
low-frequency dependent.

Figure 5.5. High frequency bursts embedded in a low frequency tonic train reveal differences in
the pattern dependence of slow and fast muscles. Slower muscles are more sensitive to low
frequency neural firing while faster muscles are more sensitive to high frequency firing, not that
the output of the faster muscles is inherently more dependent on the precise spiking pattern.
Muscle Recruitment Model
In the discussion of Chapter 3, I suggest that presynaptic pairing of unconditioned release,
facilitation, and strength of inhibition are sufficient for the nervous system to selectively recruit
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muscle fibers of different types by coordinated control of firing frequencies of an excitatory and
inhibitory motor neuron.
Increased excitatory firing rate recruited more units from least facilitating to highest
facilitating. Increasing the inhibitory firing rate deactivated units, also from least to highest
facilitating. The coordinated adjustment of the two firing rates allowed for selective activation of
particular units granted that the excitatory firing rate was greater than the inhibitory rate. If the
inhibitor fired at a rate equal or greater than the excitor, no muscles were activated. Low
frequency excitation without inhibition recruited only low facilitating units, while high frequency
excitation with low frequency inhibition recruited only high facilitating units (Fig. 5.6).

Figure 5.6. Low frequency excitation without inhibition recruited slower units, while high
frequency excitation with low frequency inhibition recruited faster units. Top two traces show the
membrane potentials of the inhibitory (CI) and excitatory (EMN) motor neurons, bottom four
traces show the joint rotation produced by activation of four different muscles. At left, inhibitor
received subthreshold stimulation and excitor fired at 30Hz, recruiting both of the slower two
muscles. At right, the inhibitor fired at 20Hz, and the excitor at 120Hz, recruiting both faster
muscles. Slowest, slow, fast, and fastest refer to muscles 1, 3, 7, and 10 respectively.
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As high facilitating terminals of tonic motor neurons innervate faster muscle fibers
(Atwood, 1976), the high frequency excitation with low frequency inhibition would activate only
fast fibers. Conversely, less facilitating terminals innervate slower fibers (Atwood, 1976), so the
lower frequency excitation without inhibition would activate only slow fibers. The firing
frequency of EMN sets which fibers are activated, while CI frequency sets which ones are
deactivated. The two firing rates can be thought of as activation boundaries, with a range of fibers
activated between them (Fig. 5.7).

Figure 5.7. Schematic representation of the muscle recruitment model illustrates how excitatory
and inhibitory firing rates are adjusted to determine which postsynaptic fibers are recruited.

Discussion
Low frequency excitation without inhibition is used during load support and slow
movements, while high frequency excitation with low frequency tonic firing of the common
inhibitor is found during faster walking (Ballantyne and Rathmayer, 1981; Clarac et al., 1987).
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The increased sensitivity to inhibition of slower units allows for the slowest fibers to be
selectively deactivated during locomotion, preventing slow relaxing fibers from creating
unwanted tension that antagonist muscles must overcome (Atwood, 1973; Ballantyne and
Rathmayer, 1981; Demill and Delaney, 2005).
That the muscle recruitment model was able to selectively activate different muscle units
using only unconditioned release, facilitation, and strength of inhibition implies that presynaptic
aspects of the matching principle are sufficient for the nervous system to selectively activate
fibers better suited for posture or locomotion by coordinated adjustment of excitatory and
inhibitory firing frequencies. Further, the apparent ubiquity of the matching principle across
crustacean leg muscles (Millar and Atwood, 2004) suggests that this may be a common
recruitment strategy.
The force production model incorporated both pre- and post-synaptic properties, but
without any muscle fiber heterogeneity, and demonstrated that slower motor units were more
sensitive to low frequency excitation and faster units were more sensitive to high frequency
excitation (Fig. 5.5). The increased high frequency facilitation and quicker contraction kinetics of
faster muscles made them more sensitive to high frequency neural firing, while the increased
unconditioned release and longer periods of maintained tension of slower muscles made them
more sensitive to low frequency firing. Faster muscles were more sensitive to short-term changes
and the slower muscles more sensitive to long-term changes in the motor neuronal spike pattern.
As presynaptic kinetics of excitatory and inhibitory terminals innervating the same fiber
match (Atwood, 1976), the faster and slower units would also be more sensitive to shorter and
longer term changes respectively in an inhibitory spike pattern. If an inhibitory motor neuron
were added to the force production model, it would act as a slider adjusting where on the slowfast axis the muscle parameters lay. Increased firing rate of the inhibitor would push the output
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toward the fast end of both contraction kinetics and presynaptic filtering, but with some loss of
peak force (see Chapter 2).
The muscle recruitment model showed that high facilitating terminals require high
frequency excitation to activate their postsynaptic fibers, while the force production model
reveals that faster motor units are more sensitive to high frequency firing. As each motor neuron
has synaptic terminals spanning a range of release sensitivities that innervate a corresponding
range of muscle fibers, and the high facilitating terminals are matched with the faster contracting
fibers, many functional motor units arise from a single excitatory motor neuron. The temporal
transform of the individual terminal/fiber units set which aspects of the firing pattern are
followed, such that within a single muscle excited by a single motor neuron there are many
terminal/fiber units that selectively respond to different rates of the motor neurons firing pattern.
Summary
Slow units composed of low facilitating synaptic terminals and fibers with slow relaxation
kinetics are more responsive to low frequency changes in the motor neurons spiking pattern,
while fast units are more sensitive to high frequency changes (Fig. 5.4). Decapod walking
muscles are composed of a heterogeneous population of muscle fibers, each with matching
synaptic terminals (Atwood, 1976), so within a muscle there are different fibers that respond
more to high or low frequency changes in the motor neuronal pattern. Through the coordinated
adjustment of excitatory and inhibitory firing rates, the nervous system can selectively recruit
different groups of these fibers (Fig. 5.7). The low frequency firing rates that recruit slow fibers
are also the frequencies to which these slow fibers are most responsive. The matching of the
temporal filtering properties of the synaptic terminals and their innervated muscle fibers insures
that the neural firing patterns recruit the fiber populations that express this activity. The selective
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recruitment of these different terminal/fiber groups creates different functional motor units that
the nervous system can control in a muscle with a single excitatory motor neuron.
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Chapter 6
Discussion
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The present research set out to address two basic questions of how nervous systems
control movement, one a question of comparative physiology, the other a question of neural
recruitment strategy. More specifically, the first question is: how do muscles and motor neurons
with different walking roles differ in physiology? The second question is: how does the nervous
system selectively regulate the activity of muscle fibers to ensure that movements are produced
by appropriate muscle fibers?
To answer the first question, comparisons of synaptic plasticity and muscle kinetics were
made using six different leg muscles of two species of crabs. Essentially, the answer found is that
each physiological trait examined differed between muscles based on walking function: muscles
operating joints that cycle more quickly during walking exhibit more facilitation (Chapter 3) and
quicker relaxation (Chapter 4) than muscles operating more slowly cycling joints. The connection
between relaxation rates and cycle periods expands work from other taxa, while this is the first
time that differences in facilitation have been shown to reflect walking behavior.
The second question primarily took the form of how can a nervous system meet a wide
range of behavioral demands with a minimal number of motor neurons. The main finding here is
that the pairing of physiological properties between muscle fibers and the synaptic terminals that
innervate them allows the nervous system to form an array of "functional motor units." The
temporal dynamics of the neural firing pattern determines which fibers compose these functional
motor units (Chapter 5). While the size principle has been the leading hypothesis of motor
recruitment for vertebrates over the past 45 years (Henneman et al., 1965a,b), there are no
currently accepted hypotheses for how arthropods accomplish this feat with as few as one
excitatory motor neuron. Furthermore, as many nervous systems contain neurons that must
selectively influence the activity of many postsynaptic targets, the same strategies could be
employed by many different nervous systems.
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As the question of how physiological properties match behavior is not fully separable
from the role of these physiological differences in accomplishing behavior, this discussion will
alternate between these levels of inquiry. Hopefully this approach will not only provide some
answers to the questions of how physiological differences match behavioral differences and
which strategies nervous systems can employ to accomplish behavior, but will also illustrate the
thorough intertwining of these two questions.

Fiber Type and Presynaptic Terminal Distribution
Efficient movement requires that the muscles used to accomplish a given task be
composed of the appropriate type of muscle fibers for the task (Rome et al., 1988). Each decapod
walking muscle participates in many different behaviors (Ayers and Clarac, 1978) and is
composed of a corresponding variety of types of muscle fibers (Günzel et al., 1993). No
comparative studies had been conducted to test if walking muscles that differ in usage have
different muscle fiber type distributions. I found the relative number of different fiber types
present in crab leg muscles reflected their usage during walking, as demonstrated by differences
in facilitation (Chapter 3) and relaxation kinetics (Chapter 4).
Physiological typing of crustacean leg muscle fibers shows that presynaptic terminals of
tonic motor neurons with high frequency facilitation innervate muscle fibers with quick kinetics,
while less facilitating terminals innervate slower fibers (Atwood, 1976). These two different fiber
types could be better suited for walking and posture respectively (Atwood, 1973), so muscles that
are more postural might be expected to have more fibers that exhibit low facilitation and slow
relaxation. Crab muscles that act as motors during locomotion show more overall facilitation
(Chapter 3), which indicates more terminals and fibers designed for walking. This difference in
facilitation was supported by differences in overall muscle kinetics; shore crab muscles that
facilitated more also contracted and relaxed more quickly (Chapter 4).
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The data point to a greater number of fast muscle fibers in muscles that cycle more
quickly during walking. No comparative work had previously shown that decapod muscles differ
in the relative number of highly facilitating synaptic terminals or muscle fibers based on walking
use.

Fiber Recruitment
While walking use may determine the most common type of fiber in a muscle (see
Chapters 3 and 4), a range of fibers are present in all the muscles studied (Günzel et al., 1993).
Different behaviors (i.e. sideways vs. forward walking, stance vs. slow walking vs. fast
walking/running) differ in which muscle fiber type best suits the behavioral demand. How the
nervous system manages to recruit or selectively activate different fibers for a particular behavior
therefore becomes very important to the production of the behavior. Some decapod walking
muscles receive excitation from a single motor neuron (Wiersma, 1961), so selection of fibers
across the wide range of behaviors must be accomplished by adjusting the neural firing pattern
rather than by changing which neurons excite the muscle. Within this firing pattern, the nervous
system must encode the information specifying which postsynaptic fibers are to be recruited, and
the physiological properties of the synaptic terminals and muscle fibers must be configured to
appropriately decode this information.
In Chapter 3, we propose that selective recruitment of muscle fibers excited by the same
motor neuron can be accomplished with the combination of unconditioned neurotransmitter
release (UCR), facilitation and inhibition. Units suited for posture have synaptic terminals with
high UCR and less facilitation innervating slower fibers (Atwood, 1976). These slow units are
also more sensitive to inhibition (Atwood, 1967).
I built a model that demonstrated that selective recruitment of different fibers with the
same innervation could be accomplished using only UCR, facilitation and strength of inhibition
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(Chapter 5). Presynaptic aspects of the matching principle are therefore sufficient for the nervous
system to selectively activate fibers better suited for posture or locomotion by coordinated
adjustment of excitatory and inhibitory firing frequencies. The apparent ubiquity of the matching
principle across crustacean leg muscles (Atwood, 1976) suggests that this may be a common
recruitment strategy. This strategy may also be used across taxa as mammalian hippocampal
networks were also found to use differences in facilitation between synaptic terminals of a single
neuron to selectively activate appropriate postsynaptic targets (Buonomano et al., 1997;
Buonomano, 2000).

Temporal Filtering
Crab walking muscles contribute to slow changes in posture and weight support, propel
the animal during its fastest locomotion, and participate in behaviors spanning the full range in
between (Atwood, 1973; Ayers and Clarac, 1978; Clarac et al., 1987). For walking muscles that
receive excitatory innervation from a single motor neuron, the same neuron must be able to
convey information that the target muscle can convert to behavior over a wide range of
behavioral frequencies. This requires that each muscle be composed of different functional units
with different temporal filtering properties, and that the nervous system selectively recruit these
units (see Chapter 5).
I described two levels of temporal filtering that contribute to the neuromuscular transform
(NMT), one occurring presynaptically and the other postsynaptically. Synaptic terminals that
release few or no vesicles at low firing frequencies filter out these low frequencies, and the
muscle produces no force in response to this neural firing (Chapter 2). This low UCR acts as a
high-pass filter on the neural signal. Conversely, high frequency synaptic depression can act as a
low-pass filter of the neural firing whereby sustained high frequency neural activity causes
decreased transmitter release (Nadim and Manor, 2000). These presynaptic filters can remove all
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response from a postsynaptic fiber, granted that the firing frequency is sufficiently low or high.
Within the range of firing patterns that do produce sustained vesicle release, the level of
activation is graded by the firing frequency as well (see Chapter 2). The relaxation rate of
postsynaptic fibers can also serve as a low-pass filter of the firing pattern, whereby high
frequency firing produces a response, but the force produced by the muscle results from an
average frequency rather than the precise spiking pattern (Morris and Hooper, 1997).
In crab walking muscles, the properties of synaptic terminals are matched with those of
the postsynaptic fiber so that their temporal filtering properties remain parallel. The pairing of
pre- and post-synaptic dynamics described in the matching principle (Atwood, 1976), rather than
just coincidence, produces functional units designed for motor control at different behaviorally
specified time scales.

Temporally Patterned Information
Neurons often transmit information in a binary language; either an action potential is
produced or it isn't. This requires that all information transmitted by that neuron be translated into
a temporal code of action potentials. When a motor neuron must encode information specific to
multiple postsynaptic targets with different functional roles, this becomes a huge challenge. The
process of encoding the information into a neural firing pattern cannot be viewed independently
of the decoding process (Borst and Theunissen, 1999). A given activity pattern does not contain
an inherent set of information, but conveys different content to the target based on the particular
physiological properties of the synaptic terminal and postsynaptic target receiving the
information.
Muscle responses have been categorized as either pattern-dependent or patternindependent (Brezina et al., 2000a), or alternately spike frequency-dependent or spike-number
dependent (Morris and Hooper, 1997), based on whether the timing of each individual AP within
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the pattern encodes part of the motor output. When averaged spike timing determines the output,
the response is described as pattern-independent (Brezina et al., 2000a; Morris and Hooper, 1997;
Morris et al., 2000). The muscle's response becomes pattern-independent if the behavioral cycle
period is much shorter than the time constant of relaxation or NMT, because the muscle kinetics
filter which frequencies of the neural firing pattern determine the muscle contraction (Brezina et
al., 2000b; Hooper et al., 2007).
The importance of this pattern independence is not that there is some range where a
simple spike count predicts the motor output, but that there are limits to the firing frequency
range across which the neural firing pattern deterministically controls the movement. Each point
of the system must be configured to insure that the neural firing patterns that the muscle is
designed to decode are the ones that the central nervous system produces to accomplish the
behavior. The faster an animal walks, the faster the walking muscles that are required (Chapter
4), and fast muscles are more responsive to high frequency neural patterns (Chapter 5). This
suggests that animals that walk faster have muscles that are more responsive to firing patterns
with higher intra- and inter-burst frequencies than do more slowly walking animals. If the
muscles are more responsive to high frequency neural patterns, the firing pattern generated by the
central nervous system could be expected to exhibit more high frequency activity.
Examination of the firing patterns used during free walking reveal that the crab species
with faster muscles also use higher frequency neural output to control these muscles. The
relatively slow walking muscles of Libinia receive excitation patterns with interburst frequencies
of 0.5-1Hz with intraburst frequencies of 20-60Hz (Vidal Gadea, 2008), with the faster Carcinus
using 1-2Hz bursts with 20-200Hz intraburst frequencies (instantaneous frequency can reach
350Hz) (Clarac et al., 1987). The remarkably fast ghost crab uses instantaneous firing frequencies
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up to 500Hz, and has average burst patterns with 5-15Hz cycle rates and intraburst frequencies
over 200Hz (Burrows and Hoyle, 1973).
This coupling of changes in centrally generated patterns and the NMT time constant is
also seen in individual muscles. Leg muscles of lizards (Johnson et al., 1993; Swoap et al., 1993)
and heart muscles of crabs (Stern et al., 2007) both increase burst frequency as muscle kinetics
quicken due to either increased temperature or neuromodulation respectively. This trend of
muscles used to produce faster behaviors having quicker kinetics and receiving higher frequency
inter- and intra-burst innervation patterns supports the idea that the faster NMT of these muscles
adjusts the temporal filtering and allows decoding of faster motor neuron firing patterns.

Direction of Causality between Behavior and Physiology
Continuously pointing to correlations between behavioral and physiological differences
raises the unavoidable question of the causal direction between the two. Do the behavioral
differences produce the physiological differences, or vice versa? While there is no obvious way
to parse out the two as both the behavior and the systems producing it have evolved over
millennia with continuous interaction, a man's hubris knows no limits so I'll try.
Essentially, it is neither behavior nor physiological properties that come first; so much as
it is the animal's interaction with the environment. Behavior is always determined by the ability
to meet environmental pressures and the organism must adjust to do this.
Environmental demands dictate behavior. The force production and timing requirements
of the behavior determine which muscle fiber types can efficiently accomplish the behavior. The
physiological properties of these muscle fiber types determine the NMT and its temporal filtering
properties, which determine the neural patterns that penetrate the muscle to produce functional
output. If the muscle fibers used for different behaviors receive innervation from the same motor
neuron, as is the case for the described tonic motor neurons, then different presynaptic properties
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must also be configured so that selective recruitment can be accomplished. The presynaptic
terminals must then be sensitive to corresponding frequency changes in neural firing as the
muscle fibers that they innervate.

Summary of a Crab Leg "Motor Unit"
Each leg muscle contributes to a wide range of behaviors, and has a corresponding range
of muscle fiber types. Different behaviors have different cycle periods, and require different
fibers with different force production and relaxation time constants. If a single motor neuron
innervates all of these muscle fibers, then the nervous system should be capable of selectively
recruiting behaviorally appropriate fibers. The physiological properties of muscle fibers and
presynaptic terminals determine how they filter inter- and intra-burst patterns of the motor
neuron. Terminals more sensitive to low frequency patterns innervate muscle fibers more
sensitive to low frequency patterns. This matching of pre- and post-synaptic properties forms
many functional motor units that are more sensitive to different aspects of the neural firing
pattern. Muscles that propel an animal in fast walking require a larger percentage of fast units
sensitive to high frequency changes in the neural pattern. This is reflected by the overall
differences in facilitation and relaxation rates seen in muscles with different cycle rates during a
crab’s normal walking behavior.

Comparison of Arthropod and Vertebrate Muscle Recruitment
It should be pointed out that there is no inherent need of high frequency neural input to
produce quick, responsive movement, as demonstrated by escape responses triggered by single
action potentials. Instead the proposed connection between firing frequencies of a motor neuron
(MN) and the quickness of resultant contractions results from a control strategy for MNs that
encode information of which muscle fibers produce the contraction within its firing pattern. In
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vertebrate motor systems, where many more skeletal MNs are used, a different strategy for
selective recruitment has evolved. The biggest differences between the two strategies are that in
the vertebrates recruitment occurs within the spine due to different sensitivity to synaptic current
levels, while in the crab muscles described recruitment occurs within the leg due to different
sensitivity to motor neuron frequency. While both taxa have plenty of exceptions to these general
descriptions, these may be the most common strategies for selective recruitment of different fiber
types within multifunctional muscles.
The general hypothesis for skeletal muscle recruitment in vertebrates is the "size
principle" developed from examination of cat walking muscles (Henneman et al., 1965a,b). In
this description, α-motor neurons have a common dendritic pool in the spine and receive the
same synaptic current. The size principle suggests that large MNs will be activated after small
MNs and will be the first deactivated because of their high input resistance (Henneman and
Olson 1965; Henneman et al. 1965a). These small MNs innervate muscle fibers that are slow and
fatigue resistant, while the large MNs innervate faster muscle fibers (McPhedran et al., 1965). As
the synaptic current increases, large MNs that innervate fast, fatigue resistant and then fast,
fatiguing muscle fibers are successively activated (Henneman and Olson, 1965). In vertebrate
locomotor muscle, when a MN fires an action potential, all muscle fibers innervated by the MN
(together referred to as a motor unit) fire action potentials and twitch (Burke, 1981).
The main hypothesis for this strategy, was that orderly recruitment ensures that the
slowest, most fatigue resistant, motor units are recruited first for any given task, while more
fatiguing motor units are reserved for infrequent, high intensity tasks such as jumping
(Henneman and Olson, 1965). Since, there has been experimental support of this orderly
recruitment of motor neurons (Riek and Bawa, 1992). There are many behaviors that would be
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hindered by the activation of the slowest fibers, though, and increasing evidence indicates that
many behaviors do not use this linear recruitment strategy (Hodson-Tole and Wakeling, 2009).
This basic description of vertebrate MN recruitment can be viewed as a parallel to the
recruitment of synaptic terminals of crab motor neurons described above. In the crab, a
heterogeneous population of synaptic terminals receives a single pattern of activation from the
axon of the MN, and as the frequency of action potentials increases terminals innervating
progressively fast, more fatiguing muscle fibers are activated. The problem that arises, though, is
the nervous system cannot effectively control quick behavioral movements if the slowest fibers
are always recruited. As described in Chapter 4, the relaxation rate of the muscle fibers producing
the movement should be tuned to the cycle period of the behavior. This has been found from
work with both arthropods (Brezina et al., 2000a,b; Stern et al., 2007) and vertebrates (Johnston,
1991; Rome and Lindstedt, 1997).
For locomotor muscles, which operate over a range of cycle frequencies, the slowest
muscle fibers cannot be used for the full behavioral range. Accordingly, sensory feedback from
Golgi tendon organs, joint receptors and cutaneous receptors can all change recruitment patterns
within vertebrate muscle (Windhorst 2007).
I showed in Chapter 5 that arthropods could use pairing of inhibition and excitation to
overcome this problem, by selectively deactivating the slower muscle fibers when needed. The
common inhibitor, which selectively inhibits slow muscle fibers and their synaptic terminals
(Atwood, 1976), increases its firing rate at increasing walking speeds (Ballantyne and Rathmayer,
1981). This increased inhibition allows faster walking movements by preventing the slowest
fibers from producing maintained antagonistic tension. As vertebrates face the same challenge,
they could use a similar technique of paired inhibition.
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Renshaw cells are small neurons located in the ventral horn of the spine that mediate
recurrent inhibition of α-motoneurons, as suggested originally by Renshaw (1941). This
inhibition from Renshaw cells on α-motoneurons differs between motor unit types, with fatiguing
motor units inhibited less than more fatigue resistant units (Friedman et al., 1981). A graded
range exists in the sensitivity of α-motoneurons to recurrent inhibition, with the slowest motor
units being the most sensitive and the fastest motor units being the least sensitive (Granit et al.,
1957). The strength of inhibition from Renshaw cells falls along the same axis, with the slowest
units receiving the strongest inputs and the fastest units receiving the slowest inputs (Friedman et
al., 1981).
This pattern is very similar to what has been seen in the crustacean walking muscles. The
slowest muscle fibers are the most sensitive to inhibition (Atwood, 1965), and the synaptic
terminals innervating the slowest fibers receive the strongest inhibitory inputs (Atwood, 1967;
Atwood and Bittner, 1971). Whereas the entire population of α-motoneurons innervating
locomotor muscles receives inputs from Renshaw cells during walking (Pratt and Jordan, 1980;
Nishimaru et al., 2006), all crab locomotor muscles receive inhibition from a common inhibitor
motor neuron during walking (Ballantyne and Rathmayer, 1981).
In both systems, the coordinated excitatory and inhibitory inputs adjust which types of
muscle fibers contribute to the movement. In the present research, I have called the subset of
fibers activated to meet the current behavioral demand "functional motor units" (Chapter 5).
Similarly Loeb (1985) named the group of vertebrate motor units within a muscle that are
activated to fulfill a specific functional role "task groups." The rationale is the same in both
groups, as the very non-linear, dynamic nature of motor control cannot be accomplished through
a simple linear recruitment strategy.
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While the parallels between the two strategies for motor recruitment are in themselves
interesting, one cannot help wonder why arthropods might use peripheral recruitment at the
muscle primarily based on firing frequency and vertebrates use central recruitment based on
synaptic current. The use of the size principle for motor unit recruitment in mammalian leg
muscles might allow for optimal precision in force control (Senn et al., 1997), which could be a
driving force in the evolutionary change. The switch to the motor unit strategy includes a change
from graded to all-or-none muscle twitch and a major increase in the number of motor neurons
(Belanger, 2005). While the leg muscles of crabs and related arthropods range in number from 113 (Hoyle, 1983) and just 1-5 for muscles in the research presented here (Wiersma, 1961), the
mammalian skeletal muscles use 100-800 motor neurons (Burke, 1981). This increase of roughly
two orders of magnitude in MN number may have a significant disadvantage in energy
expenditure or space requirements. There is no reason to think these constraints are more
important to arthropods, though, so perhaps there is a basic difference in the composition of
muscle fibers.
The majority of mammalian muscles are composed of a mixture of muscle fiber types,
with a continuum of physiological properties within the muscle (Bottinelli et al., 1994), as is the
case for arthropods as well (Atwood, 1976; Hoyle, 1983). There is a bigger range in twitch
forces, though, in mammals, while arthropods have a larger range in contraction times (Belanger,
2005). Arthropods use of a more timing based recruitment strategy could be related to this
increased range of durations in muscle fiber twitches. Using muscle fibers with the appropriate
shortening velocities and relaxation rates increases the energy efficiency of a movement (Rome
and Lindstedt, 1997; Brezina et al., 2000a). There is no evidence that suggests that vertebrate
locomotion requires greater force precision, while arthropod locomotion requires greater control
of muscle timing, and such a scenario seems unlikely. There are cases within the mammalian
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hippocampus where selection of different postsynaptic targets innervated by a single presynaptic
neuron are selectively activated by different firing patterns due to frequency dependent
facilitation (Buonomano et al., 1997; Buonomano, 2000). It is my hope that these questions will
fuel continued investigation of both muscle recruitment strategies as neural control in general.
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Appendix II
MATLAB Skeleton Code of Force Production Model
for ms=1:length(time),
ap=stim(ms,1);
if ap==1,
spikes(spike_no,1)=ms;
all_spike(1:length(time),spike_no)=zeros;
count=[0:1:length(time)-ms]';
all_spike(ms:end,spike_no)=count;
spike_no=spike_no+1;
[Cr_peak,Cr,new_Ca]=Ca_levels(Ca,influx);
t_diff=0;
elseif ap==0,
t_diff=t_diff+1;
[new_Ca]=fac_decay(Cr_peak,t_diff, τ_f1, τ_f2);
Ca=new_Ca;
end;
spiketime=t_diff;
t=spiketime/1000;
time_plot=[time_plot;spiketime];
Ca_plot=[Ca_plot;new_Ca/influx^0.8];
if new_aug>Cr,
if ap==1,
new_aug=new_aug+influx*aug_weight;
end;
aug_peak=new_aug;
aug_time=aug_time+1;
else
aug_peak=Cr_peak;
aug_time=t_diff;
end;
[Aug]=aug_decay(aug_peak, τ_a,aug_time);
new_aug=Aug;
Aug_plot=[Aug_plot;Aug/influx^0.8];
a_rel=Aug*arp+new_Ca*(1-arp);
if ap==1,
if a_rel<=RRP,
rel=a_rel;
else
rel=RRP;
end;
drive=rel;
else
rel=0;
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(1ms time step)
(if there is an action potential)

(then influx of presynaptic Ca++)
(in between APs)
(exp Ca++ decay sets facilitation)

(augmentation follows sufficient activity)

(slow exp Ca++ decay sets augmentation)
(augmentation and facilitation combined to
determine vesicle release level)
(readily releasable pool (RRP) sets
maximum vesicle release)

end;
drive_plot=[drive_plot;drive];
RRPrate=rrp_val1*drive+rrp_val2;
(RRP rate based on linear and Ca++ component)
if RRP<max_RRP,
RRP=RRP+RRPrate;
else
RRP=max_RRP;
end;
if RRP>=rel,
(vesicle release can't be larger than RRP)
RRP=RRP-rel;
else
RRP=0;
end;
rel_plot=[rel_plot;rel];
RRP_plot=[RRP_plot;RRP];
if ap==1,
new_post_ca=post_ca+rel/influx^0.8;
(influx of myopslasmic Ca++ follows release)
ca_plateau=new_post_ca;
elseif ap==0,
[post_ca]=muscle_efflux(ca_plateau,t, τ_r1, τ_r2); (Ca++ efflux with 2-part exponential decay)
new_post_ca=post_ca;
end;
musc_ca=[musc_ca;new_post_ca];
end;
for cc=r_time1+1:length(time),
f_temp=mean(musc_ca(cc-r_time2:-1:cc-r_time1,1));
f_dr=[f_dr;f_temp];
end;
f_dr2(1:r_time1,1)=zeros;
f_drive=[f_dr2;f_dr];
for ss=1:length(f_drive),
norm_ca=5*f_drive(ss,1)/pk_ca;
F=pk_ca*(1/(1+exp(1.5-norm_ca))-0.1824);
(transform of muscle Ca++ to force level)
F_trace=[F_trace;F];
end;
force(1:mv_time,1)=zeros;
for rr=mv_time+1:length(f_drive),
r_govern=mean(F_trace(rr-mv_time:1:rr,1));
(resistance to force change adds elasticity)
force=[force;r_govern];
end;
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